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ON THE GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS

OF SECOND ORDER FULLY NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC

EQUATIONS WITH FIRST ORDER DISSIPATION

IN THE EXTERIOR DOMAIN

By

Yoshihiro Shibata*

Abstract

In this paper, we establish global existence and uniqueness theo-

rems of solutionsof second order fully nonlinear hyperbolic equations

with firstorder dissipation in the exterior domain, in the case that

data are sufficientlysmall and smooth and that the space dimension

ni3, Furthermore, we investigate some decay theorem
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Introduction

Let Q be an unbounded domain in an n dimensional Euclidean space Rn with

compact and C°°boundary dQ. Let us denote time variable by t or x0 and space

variables by x ―(xu ■■■,xn), respectively. For differentiation, we use the symbols

dt'-dv―d/dt and dx ―(dlf ■■･,dn) with dj―d/dxj, j=l, ■･■,n. In this paper, we

consider the following initial-boundary value problem:

(P)

0(u)=d2tu+dtu-du+F(t, x, Av)―f in &=[0, oo)xQ,

u--=Q on ^=[0, oo)xdQ,

w(0,x)= $0(x), (3tM)(0,*)= ^U) in i?,

where ^=2?=id5> Au-~{u, Au), Au ―(Dxu, D%u, dtu, dtDJxu, d＼u),Dxu ―(diU, ･･■,

dnu), D%u ―(didjU; 1SJ, j'^n).

When the equation is quasilinear or semilinear with dissipationand Q is Rn

or bounded, global existence and uniqueness theorems and the study of the prop-

erties of solutions of problem (P) and so on have been treated by many authors

(cf. [3], [7], [12], [14], [16], [20], [21] and further references in these papers).

In the case Q ―Rn, it is well-known that by the method due to Dionne [2], we

can reduce fully nonlinear equations to quasilinear systems and hence we need

not consider essentiallyfully nonlinear equations in Rn. Applying results due

to Matsumura [7], we can thus show global existence and uniqueness theorems

of Cauchy problem for @(u) with sufficientlysmall and smooth data. But, when

Q has boundary, we can not use such a method due to Dionne. In the case that

Q lias boundary and @(u) is fully nonlinear, we must treat essentiallyphenomena

what is called " derivative loss". In order to overcome such difficulties,we can

use a well-known excellent method due to Nash [13] (also Moser [9]). In fact,
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Rabinowitz [15] established a global existence theorem of periodic solutions of

fully nonlinear dissipative wave equation of the form: d2tu―d%u-}-adtU = ef(tt x, Au)

(≪>()), when n ―1, Q is bounded and e is sufficiently small, by applying what is

called the Nash-Moser technique. Recently, Shibata [18] showed global existence

and uniqueness theorems and decay theorems of solutions of mixed problem for

general second order fully nonlinear hyperbolic operators with dissipation of the

form : SjUa/*, x)d}dtu ―^,j^aii{jt, x)didju+yS,f=obj(t, x)djuJ＼-c{t,x)u+F(t, x, Au),

when Q is bounded and data are sufficiently small and smooth, by also the Nash-

Moser technique. And also, applying the Nash-Moser technique to bifurcation

theorem, Craig [1] showed the existence of non-trivial branches of periodic

solutions for fully nonlinear dissipative wave equation of the form: d＼u＼adtu~

Au ― mu-{-F(t, x, Au)=Q (a>0, ?nel?1), when Q is bounded, which is an extension

of Rabinowitz's result [15].

The purpose of this paper is to show global existence and uniqueness theo-

rems and some decay theorem of solutions of mixed problem (P), in the case that

data are sufficiently small and smooth and that Q is unbounded with compact and

C°°boundary. We introduce the following assumptions, which will be assumed

throughout this paper.

Assumptions. 1° The space dimension n^3.

2° The nonlinear function F(t, x, A), 2=(fi, A), is real valued and belongs

to the space J2~([0,oo)xQx {^eir+2+(re+1)2; U|^l})a).

3° In the case: n^S, F satisfies the following conditions: Fit, x, 0)―0,

(dzF)(t, x, 0)= 0(2).

4° In the case: 3£n^4, Fis of the form: F(t, x, X) = F1(t> x, X)+Ft(t, x, X),

l―{pt, 1), where Fi and F2 satisfy the conditions: F^t, x, 0)=0, (d-^F^it, x, 0)=0,

F2(t, x, 0)=Q, (dkF2)(t, x, 0)=0, {d＼F2){t,x, 0)=0.

In this paper, we shall show the following

Main Theorem'3'. Let Assumptions hold. (I) {Existence). Let m be an

integer S^2. Then there exist some positive constant c and a sufficiently small

positive constant d0 depending essentially only on n, m and F having the following

properties: if data d>0,d>x and f for problem (P) satisfy the m-th order compati-

(1) Bk{oS), a) being an open set, is the set of all functions defined in some open set

5-=2<" such that their partial derivatives of order ^k all exists and are continuous and bounded.

We denote the norm of <Bk by ]|*||<b*-

(2) Here, we have written djG = (dG/d^, -■･, 3G/dvk) and d*G=(d*G/dViduji l^f,

j-^k), when v― (uu ■■■, vk)-

(3) Notations used in Main Theorem will be defined in the part of Notations below.
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bility condition defined in § 10 below and an inequality:

II9*0 II2,2m + 3+ [7i/2] ! 110] II2,2m + 2+[n/2]~T I / I2,g(7i),2m + l+ [n/2l

+ cr(n)(||0olll,m + 2+H0llli,m + l+l/!i,l,m)^5 ,

£/zen £/iere exists a solution weCm([0, oo)x.Q) of problem (P) u'ff/i

"l≪,p(n),≫i+MMli,O,m-!+M≪ U.l/2, m-2^C<5,

/or an^ 5 u^/i 0<<5^<50. .ffere, m = 2max(wt-l, 2[n/2]+7)+9+2[n/2]. (H)

(Uniqueness). There exists a small number 8t with 0<≪3i^l having the following

properties: if u and v are Cs([0, oo)xQ) solutions of problem (P) for the same

data and satisfy the conditions: |m|oo,o,o = ^i, M≪,,o,o^1 then u = v.

Now, we give some examples of 0(u).

Example.
V 1 + S"=i(9jm)2

(ii) R(u)=diuJrdtu-―JuJrg(u), where g(M)sCoo(i21) is real-valued and satis-

fies the condition: (d/du)jg(0) = 0, j=0, 1, 2 (for example, g(u) ―us).

(Hi) R(u)^d2tu+dtU-Ju + I]fUdjuT+'ZlJ=0(didju)2.

Our proof of (I) in Main Theorem is a straight forward adaptation of a

quadratic iteration scheme with a process of " smoothing " because of "loss of

derivatives" at each step in the iteration. This technique is well-known as the

Nash-Moser technique ([9], [1.3]). In order to show the convergence of our

iteration scheme, it is important to show L2 and uniform decay estimate for

linearized problem, which will be shown in Part 2. In particular,the results of

decay estimates are new and will be shown mainly by means of technique known

in the fieldof perturbation theory in Part 1 and §8 and §9 in Part 2.
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Notations

For any multi-indices a=(au ■■■, an) and /3= (/3.t,■･-, /3J where a, and /3_,-

are non-negative integers, we put
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9£―3≪i --■9≪n I ori =≪i+ ･･･ +≪,, al^aj ･･･≪,!

a-i3 = (a1-i31, -, a≫-j8B),
(")=≪!/(≪-#!≪!

and a^/3 means aj^fij for any /. For a non-negative integer AT, we put

D%u^(d%u; ＼a＼^N), DNu^{d{daxu ; /+ ＼a＼£N),

DNxu = {daxu＼＼a＼=N), DNu^{d{d%u; j+＼a＼=N).
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For any open set O in Rn and p with l^/>^oo7 we denote the usual Lp and

locally Lp spaces defined on O by LP(O) and Lfoc{O),respectively. For functions

/ and g, we put

(/, g)o =
＼j-gdx,

＼＼f＼＼e.p=
(＼＼f＼*dx)1'9

1^/><oo, ||/||0,00=ess supl/l

0

For a vector valued function h = (h1) ･･･, hs), we put

/l≪=:/lfl.../i≪n; l/ll^l^lM-.-.+l/lnl8, ＼＼h＼＼0,p= T,U＼＼hs＼＼0,V.

Further, we put

＼＼f＼＼o,v,N= ＼＼Mf＼＼o,P> WhWo.p.N^HUWhjWo.p.N,

H$(O)={f<EL*{O); ＼＼f＼＼o,P,N<co}.

By HD{0) we denote the closure in Dirichlet norm of smooth scalar valued func-

tions with compact support in O, where Dirichlet norm is defined by

＼＼＼f＼＼＼%
=

＼0＼Dlxf＼'dx

When 0―Q or ―Rn, for simplicity we use the following abbreviations:

<J,g) = (f,g)a, ll/ll,= ll/lkp, ＼＼f＼＼P,N= ＼＼fh,P,N, ill/HHII/llb,

(f,gY=v,g)B≫, n/iii=ii/iu≫.p, ＼＼m.N=＼＼f＼＼B≫.p.",ui/iirHii/iu*.

For Banach spaces Mx and M%, B(JClf Jf2) denotes the Banach space of all bounded

linear operators on Mx to JT2 and we denote its operator norm by II-IIbc^!,^)-

In particular, when M=3(l ―M9; for simplicity we write B(M)~R{3(, M) and

＼-＼b{M)~＼-＼b(S(,sc)'For an open set w in one dimensional complex plane C, a

Banach space M and an open set O in Rn, by Anal(to; M) (resp. CN{0; Si)) we

denote the space of all ^-valued functions which are holomorphic in ao (resp.

A^-times continuously differentiable in O). We put C^(O; JC)= {u(eCn(O; JC);

supp u is compact and contained in 0}. In particular, we put CN{O) = CN{p; C) and

C$(O)―C${Q; C). For p with l^p^°° and a non negative integer N, we put
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where CJ([0, oo); H%~Ko))= {u ; u=v in (0, co) for some yeC'((-oo, oo); H$~j(p))}.

For u^Sp-N{0) and a non negative real number k, we put

＼u＼0,P,k,N^mv{l+t)k＼＼DNu{t, -)lkp.

For any closed interval [_a, b"}(―co^a<b^oo) in R1 and u^r＼jL0Cj(＼ia,b2',

H%-j(0)), where CH^a, b~＼;Hip{0))={w, u=v in (a, 6) for some veC^-oo, oo);

･^]>(<?))}(^ is a non negative integer), we put

＼u＼o,Pja,n,N= sup ||I>vu!X Ollo.p ･
as≪<6

For simplicity, when 0=£? or 12 , we use the following abbreviation:

U Ip,k,A*= I M ＼Q,p,k,N , ＼u＼p,la,b],N―＼U＼O,p.ta.bl.N >

＼u＼p,k,N―＼u＼Rn,p,k,N > ＼u＼p,la,bl,N―＼u＼Rn,p,ia,b＼N ･

For any positive integer L, we put

£%{tt£5u(O);3{≪(0, x)=0, ;=0, 1, ■･-,L-l},

fL={MG£'inCL-1([0, co); HD{6)), 3fw(0, x)=0}.

For any r>0 and open set O in i?n, we put

(3r={xG0; | x | <r} (O^Rn), Br={x^Rn; ＼x＼<r},

Z4(<3)= {/e L2(i2re); supp/CCr}.

Throughout this paper, r0 denotes a fixed positive real number with BT(sZ3Rn ―Q.

Choose a C°°(i2K)-functiontv(x) so that n(x) = l in BTf) and 7r(x)=exp(―|x|2) in

Rn~-Bro+1. Using tt(x), we define weighted L% norms <･> and <･>' as follows:

</>=f 1Z{X)＼J＼HX, </>'=f 7T(x)|/|2rfx.

We define Banach spaces S and ^' as follows:

J={f^LUQ); <m/><oo, /=0 on 9i2}, J'= {/GLfoc(i2≪); <Dlf>'<oo}.

We denote the Fourier transform of f(x) by /(£)=(#/)(£)=
fexp(―V―l*f)/(*)</*

and also the Inverse Fourier transform of g($) by g(x)=(3 lg){x)-={2iz)~n

X ＼exp(V―l*£)g(£)df, where x£=*i£H +xn£n, x = (xu ･■･,xn), £=(fi, ･･･, ?n).

For positive integers s, i, a function H―H{t, x, v), v―{vlf ･■■,vs), defined on

[0, oo)xQxRs, vectors u = (ulf ･■■,us), Vj={v{, ･■･,v{)<^Rs, we put

(dlH)(t, x, u)(vu ･･･, vi)= (aiH/d7]1---d7ji)(t, x, M+E}=1^i)U1=...= ,i=o.

For the space dimension n, we define functions p(n), q(ri), a(n) by
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1 if 3<n<4

0 if n'^5

p(n) =

5/4 If n = 3 3/2 if n=3

3/2 if n=4, 9(≪)= - 7/4 if m=4

n/4 if n^5 n/4 if nis5
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Finally, throughout the paper, the letter C without subscripts will be used to

denote various constants. Further, if a constant depends on A, B, ■■･and we

need to emphasize this fact,we shall write C(A, B, ･･■).

PART 1

Local energy decay of solutionsof the mixed problem

for the operator df+dj―-J

§11. Statement of main results of part 1.

In this part, under the assumption: n^3, we shall determine the rate of

local energy decay of solutions of the following mixed problem:

(1.1)
U~0

in 2)

on 3)

u(0, x) = 60(x), (dtu)(O, x)^<px(x) In Q

We shall show the following In this part.

Theorem 1.1. Assume that n^3. Let rQ be a fixed large number with

BroiDRn―Q, M and N any non negative integers,and r and r' any real numbers

with r'2grS;ro+3. Then, there exists a positiveconstant C=-C{r, r', M, N) such

that if <j)1}̂x&C^iQ) have supp <fi0,supp0iCi2r and satisfy the compatibility con-

dition defined in (6.3)in §6 below and u<^C°°(Q)is the unique solution of (1.1),

then

^ ＼D≪d?u(t,
x)＼2dx^Ca-H)-in +2N)LHoh.M+N +3+＼＼<pl＼kM+N+2l.

Under the assumption that the domain Q is non trapping, It is well-known

that the rate of local energy decay of solutions of the mixed problem of the

wave operator is n ([6], [22], [23], [24]). But, in our case, we don't need the

assumption that Q is non trapping by virtue of the dissipativeterm: dt.

Since the proof of Theorem 1.1 is somewhat long, we here give a sketch of

the proof. The strategy follows Murata [11]. For any f<=L2r(Q), by R{z)f we

denote the solutionof Dirichlet problem: (J+r2― V―lz)R(z)f―f in Q, R(z)f ―0
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on dQ. In §2, we show that i?(r)/eAnal({reC; Imr<0} ; H&QVrsC^R1- {0} ;

H＼(Q)). Further, by virtue of dissipationwe can show that H^^/IU^CIrl"1 as

|r|―^oojre I?1. In §3, we define the fractional power of derivatives by means

of the terminology of Besov spaces. In §4, for f^L2r(Rn), by R0(t)f denoting

the solution of the equation: (J+r2― V― lr)u = f in Rn, we show that TNR0(r)f

is f― + N Vtimes differentiate near r = 0 in the sense defined in §3. In §5, we

show that J?(r)is a small perturbation to i?0(r) near r=0. It follows from this

result that zN R(z) is also tl ＼
■y+AM-times differentiable

near t―0. In §6, roughly

speaking, we put u(t,x) = {l/2n)＼R{t)fex/'lTtdt. Then, by using a theorem that

the decay order with respect to t of the Fourier transformations of i-^r+N )-times

n
differentiablefunctions is

~+Af,
we can show that the assertion of Theorem 1.1

holds for this function u(t.x).

§2. Definition and some properties of an inverse operator R'(t) in k.

Throughout part 1, we write

(2.1) IHI = IHL, IHI'= IHIJ, ^{reCjRer^O, Imr<l/2},

/c2={r£C;Rer=0, Imr<0}, k=k^Jk%.

By integration by parts, we have

(2.2) ((J+tW^tOm, M) = -|||M|||2+(r2-V=lr)||M||2,

for any us=HD(Q)r＼H＼(Q).

The following two lemmas are well-known (see Lax-Phillips[6, Lemma 1.1 of§1

in Chapter IV and (1.11) of §1 in Chapter V]).

Lemma 2.1. Let u<^HD(Q) andveHD(Rn). Then there exists a positivecon-

stant C=C(n) such that

＼
＼u＼2dx^Cr*＼＼＼u＼＼＼2 for any r^r0,

＼
＼v＼2dxSCr2(＼＼＼v＼＼＼')2for any r>0.

Br

Lemma 2.2. // u&HD{Q) and Au^L＼Q), then all second derivatives of u

are square integrable and

||D2rM||fiC{||Ju||+!IM||}.

By using (2.2), the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and

well-known Riesz's theorem, we have
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Theorem 2.3. For each t£k, there exists a bounded linear operator R'{z)

on L2(Q) to Hl(Q)r＼HD(Q) such that for any f ^L＼Q), R'{z)f satisfies the equation :

(dJrz2―V―lz)R'(z)f = f in Q, and the estimates:

(2.3) ＼＼R＼z)f＼＼^CUr)＼＼f＼＼, lll/?'(r)/lll^CCi(r)||/l!, ＼＼D＼R＼z)f＼＼^Oit{T)＼＼f＼＼,

where

Co(T)=(|Rer||2Imr-l|)-1 i/r£i, and =(|r| + M2)"1 */ z^tc2,

f (Co(r)[l+|(Rer)2-(Imr)2+Imr|])1/2 if z^Klf
(2.4) Ut) =

＼

{ (kl + kl2)"1
if T EKit

C2(r) = l+|r8-V-lr|Co(r)+Ci(f) if t Ek.

Let v and z1 be any points in k. Formally we put

(2.5) C(r) = ^r"AL(rl-V:ziT1)-(zi-V^'iT)-2Rf(Tr1)}i.

In view of Theorem 2.3, if z is close to zu the series on the right of (2.5) con-

verges in B(L＼Q)) norm and it is easily checked that for such z, its limit is

indeed the inverse of the operator: l + [(r2―V―IV)―(rf―V― lz^R'izi). Pi

follows from this that for such r, the equation: (J+r2―V― lz)R＼z1)C(z)f―f ir

Q, holds. So, we see easily from Theorem 2.3 that R'{t) = R'(z1)C{z) for such z,

In particular, we have that i?'(r)<=AnalOc; B(L＼Q); H＼{Q)r＼HD{Q))). So, differ-

entiating the both side of the equation: (J+r2― V― lz)R'(z)f=f in Q witr.

resnec.t to r. we have bv Theorem 2.3

THEOREM 2.4. Let R'{z) be the same as in Theorem 2.3. Then R'{z) belongs

to AnaiOc; B(L＼Q); H＼{Q)r＼HD{Q))).

Furthemore, the following estimates hold:

||(9/dr)"/?W||^C(W, vJIrril/H,

＼＼＼(d/dr)NR'(T)f＼mC(N,v)＼＼f＼＼,

＼＼D%{d/dr)NR'{r)f＼＼^C{N, v)＼z＼-＼＼fl

for anv v>0. inteser N>0 and reiZ1 with ＼z＼>v.

§3. Definition and some properties of the space Ck.

In order to investigate the regularity of R'(z) near r=0, we shall define the

fractional power derivatives by means of the terminology of Besov spaces and

show some their propertiesin thissection. Throughout §3, M is a Banach space

with norm I･I.≪-.First, we introduce the following;space.
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Definition 3.1. Let iVbe a positiveinteger and k―N-ro with 0<<r^l. Put

Ck = Ck(R1; M)={ueeCn-1(R1; M)r＼C'x'{Ri-{0} ; M); iu))k,M<co),

where

<≫≫*'*=sMJ(^-)'"(r)

≪k≫*..*=2£.o(

J/Jl

/ d ＼n / d ＼N(

■--) M(r+/i)-(-y-) u{t)
dt if 0<<r<l,

＼d.r/ ＼dr/ m

(-,--) u(t) <ir+sup|/i| x
＼dr. / M h^o

(-*-)＼(T+2h)-2(±yu(T+h)+(£)＼(T) dz

M

Ck is a subspace of the usual Besov space BkUx,{Rx＼M) (see Muramatsu

[10]). In the following theorem, we shall give a sufficientcondition in order that

/ belongs to Ck.

Tehorem 3.2. Let N be a positiveinteger and M be a Banach space with

norm |■＼M. Assume that f^C^R1- {0} ; M)r＼C%~＼I; M) where /=(-2, 2).

(i) Let k―N+a with 0<cr< 1 and f satisfy the following condition (a),

(a) For any re/―{0},

(^)'/w SC{f) for any integer j^[0, N―Y]

Si

(^"VmI^cwm"
/ A ＼ N + l

^C(/)|r|-s

Then, f^Ck(R1; M) and f satisfiesthe following:

U))k.JcSC(a, N)C(f), |/(r)-/(O)U^C(a, N)C{f)＼z＼°.

(ii) Let k=N-＼-l and f satisfiesthe following conditions(a) and (b).

(a) There exist f^M and a M-valued function /i(r) defined on I such that

(~Y7(r)=/0log|r|+/i(r) for re/-{0}

(b) For any tgI― {0},

(-rfr)7(r)U^C(/) for
any integer ;e[0, iV-1] ,

l/oU^C(/), ＼f1{z)＼MsC{f),
＼{-%T)H+1

fW>＼^W)＼*＼-1

L-) fir)}jiC(f>＼rl-'.
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Then, f^C^R1; JC) and f satisfiesthe following:

if))k.x^C{N, a)C(f), |/(r)-/(0)U^C(iV, <x)C(/)|r|1/2

11

Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from the following four elementary lemmas.

Lemma 3.3. Let /(r) E 1(J?1―10} ; Si), If there exists a positive number a<l

such that |/(r)U:gC(/)|zr-＼
Ij-f{v)

£ C(/) I t | " ~＼ then for any heR1- {0}

M

r
＼f{T+h)-f{z)＼Mdz^,C{a)C{f)＼h＼a.

J-oo

Lemma 3.4. Let /(r)eC2(jRu {0} ; M). If there exist fo(EM and a M-valued

function f-Xt) such that f{r) ― fil＼og＼z＼-＼-f1(T) and if for any vejB1 ― {0} the

estimates: |/0U^C(/), ＼fx{x)＼sc^-C(f),

C(f) Ir I~2hold, then for any heR'-iO}

■j f(r) ^ C(f) |r | -'and
at m

&<*

J"

eol/(r+2/i)-2/(r+/i)
+ /(r)Urfr^(4+81og2)C(/)|/i|.

LEMMA 3.5. Let f{r)e,C＼Rl― {0} ; M)r＼C＼IV-; M), If there exists a posi-

tive number a<l such that for any reJ?1-―{0} the estimates: If(z)＼j(<C(f) and

4-/(r)
^C{f)＼r＼a~l hold, then for any h, rejR1-^}

at m

＼fij+h)^f{T)＼MSC{a)C{f)＼h＼＼

Lemma 3.6. Let f(T)^C2{Rl― {0} ; JC). If there exists a positive number

a<l such that the estimates: |/(r)|^^C(/),

£C(f)＼tI0'2 hold, then

/rT/fr+ZO-ZCr)]
d

dx

d

dr

/(r)

f(v) ^C(/)|r|'

dzSC{a)C{f)＼h＼a.

3(

&"
Si

Proof of Lemmas 3.3^3.6. Lemma 3.5 follows immediately from elementary

calculus,so we omit the proof. Lemma 3.6 follows from Lemma 3.3 and Taylor

series expansions. Since the proof of Lemma 3.3 is essentiallythe same as that

of Lemma 3.4, we shall prove only Lemma 3.4. First, we shall treat the case

that h>0. Putting J(h, r)=|/(r+2/i)-2/(r+A)+/(r)U, we divide the integral

I(h) =
V

]{h, z)dz into four parts, that Is, /(/z)= 2j=i/i(/i) where Ix{h)=^°J(,h, z)dz,

J -oo JO

It(h) =
[°

M, z)dz, /8(/i)=r J(h, z)dz, h(h)^[9'hJ(h, z)dz. First, we estimate
J-ft. j-2/l J-oo

I Ah). By Taylor series expansions we have that for r>0
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J<h'T^I＼(-i)tfiT+e^Jffd^C(f)＼l{T+e+'>r''ll>d^

Thus, by Fublni's theorem we have

(3.1) h{h)SC{f)＼

Next, we estimate I2(h)

hCh

0 JO

[J"(r+0 +
^)-2dr]d0d9 = (2 log 2)C(f)h .

By the assumption,we have

(3.2) Iz(h)^{h＼f(T+h)-f(T)＼jcdT+＼° ＼f(T+h)-f(T)＼jcdT
JO J-ft

^4C(/")/i+C(/)rri|log|r+/z|-log|r||rfr+(° |log |r+fc|-log ＼z＼|dz
LJo J-ft

By elementary calculus, we have

(3.3)
r

Jo
|log|r+/z|― loglrl ＼dz

(3.4) j°Jlog|r+/t|-log|r||dr=J

J

o

ft[log(r+/0-log
r]dr=(2 log 2)h ,

ft/2

+
i

[log(/i―r)―logr]rfr

[log r-log(/i-r)]rfr=(2 log 2)h .
h/2

Combining (3.2),(3.3) and (3.4), we have

(3.5) /2(/z)^(4+41og2)C(/)/z.

In the way similar to the proof of (3.5),we have

(3.6) /≫(/0^(4+41og2)C(/)/i.

Finally, we estimate /4(/i).By the assumption, Fubini's theorem and Taylor

series expansions, we have

(3.7) h(h)SC(f)

=C{f)＼hde＼hdX (T-6-v)-*dz=(2 log 2)C(f)h .
JO Jo J2ft

Combining (3.1),(3.5),(3.6) and (3.7), we have /(/z)^(4+8 log 2)C(f)h if h>0.

Since /(―r) satisfiesthe same assumption as that imposed on /Or), we have also

/(/i)^(4+81og2)C(/)|/z| if h<0, which completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Q.E.D.

Finally, we shall give a result which shows the decay order of the Fourier

transformation of functions belonging to C*. When M is a Hilbert space, such

a result is proved, for example, in Murata [11]. He showed it by using the

interpolation theory. Here, we give an elementary proof due to Muramatsu.
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Although we can show such a theorem for more general Besov space defined on

Rn without changing the essential part of the proof given below, for simplicity

we shall show only a theorem which we need in this paper.

Theorem 3.7. Let 31 be a Banach space with norm ＼-＼m-Let N be a posi-

tiveinteger and a be a positivenumber ^1. Assume that f^CN+a(R1; Si). Put

g(l)= (l/2K)T /(r)exp(V~i£r)dz＼ Then,
J -00

Proof. Since

cv=io-<£y

(3.8)

(-^~＼3f{T)^U{Rl; M), j=O,―,N, noting the identity:

exp(V― ltr)―exp(V―Itz), we have by integration by parts that

g(t)= (V=lt)-Na/2t:) J-[(dr Y f{zi＼exp(V-ltz)dT

For simplicity, we write h(j)-=(l/27t)(djdz)Nf{z). Since /(r)eLW;l) and

/(―r) also belongs to CN+a, we may show the theorem in the case that t^l.

So, we assume that t^l below. Choosing X(s)gC^(R1) so that 2(s)=0 if Isi^1/4,

|s|^2 and =1 if l/2^|s|^l, we put Z(s)=Z(|s|). Choose an integer i for t so

that 2i~1<t<2i. We have

(3.9) t" [ h{r)e^-ltTdt

By the Fourier transform, we have

(3.10)

f
h(t)e^ltTdz

Jfi1 3C

<2^sup l(2-is)[ h(z)e^-1STdz

/(s)=Z(2-is)jev-I"/i(r)dr=3-1[9r(Z(2-i-)2r-1(A)(-))](s)

=-{l/2K)＼e^-lTS＼＼<3{l{2-i-)){j')h{T-T')dz''＼dT.

On the other hand, we have

(3.11) ff(Z(2-i-))(r/)=2iZ(2V/), 2i＼u2iT')dz'=2xX(0)=0

Combining (3.10) and (3.11).we have

(3.12) /(s)-2^ev:-T"[^(2V)[/z(r-r/)-/i(r)]rfr/l<ir

First, we shall consider the case that 0O<l. By Fubini's theorem, the defini-

tion of CN+a and (3.12) we have
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|/(s)U^2if|Z(2V)!r/|ffrfr/[(|r'|-<r|/i(r-r')-/i(r)|.ffrfrl

S2i{27iY'{f}/N+a,M
＼

i

＼l{2iT)＼T＼"dr

= 2-i°{{2n)-1<＼＼X{T)＼＼T＼°dz)if))N+<s,JS{.

Combining (3.9),(3.10) and (3.13),we have the theorem in the case that 0<cf<1

Next, we shall consider the case that o ―l. Since X(s)=X(―s),

(3.14) Z(2V)=X(-2'r').

From (3.12) and (3.14) it follows that

(3.15) /(s)=2*-1f^-T#r[ [%(2V)[/i(r+^)-2/2(r)+/2(r-r')W"W
J J

By Fubini's theorem, the definitionof CN+1 and (3.15) we have

(3.16)

^(47r)-12i≪/)),v+1,^ I r' | |X(2V) | dr'

=2-i((4;r)-1
(|

r' | | X{z') ＼dz'){f))N+l.jc
■

Combining (3.9),(3.10) and (3.16),we have the theorem In the case that a = l

which completes the proof of the theorem.

§4. Behavior of R0(t) near r=0.

For f^L＼{Rn), r>0, we can put

(4.1) R0(z)f=(27r)-n^-'lx'f{$)(T2-V-iT-＼^＼i)-1dT, re.121

In fact, since |/(£)|^CI|/|K^C(r)||/||'because of the fact that f&LzT{Rn) and

since n^3, R0(z)f is well-defined for any refi1. It follows immediately from

the definitionof R0(z)f that

(4.2) (J+r2-V-ir)/?0(r)/ = / in R＼

The following theorem, is the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that n^3. Let f<=Ll(Rn), a be a multi-index with

r 111
0^|a|^2 and R0(r) be the same as in (4.1). Put I ―＼―-, ― ― {0}. Then, the

following four assertions hold.
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1° i?0(r)/tCoo(/; S'), where S' is the same as in Notations.

2° For any integer ;£ 0
2

]

lim (d/dT)Hd/dx)aR0(T)f= llm (d/dTy{d/dx)aR0(T)f
r-0 + T-0-

3° // n+|≪| is odd, for any z^.1

<idldz)>{dIdx)"R*(T)fy<CU, a, r)＼＼f＼＼'

for any integer /e[0, (n+ ＼a＼―3)/2],

<idldT)Kd/dx)*R≫(z)fy^CU, a, r)||/|Nr|-<>+1)+--+2!-L

for any integer j"2z
n+ | ≪r| ―-1

15

4° If n+＼a＼ is even, there exist f0^Lfoc(Rn) and an Lfoc(Rn)-valued func-

tion /j(r) such that

(9/ar)(.+l≪,-2)/2(a/ax)≪i?o(r)/= /olog|r|+/i(r)

and the following estimates hold for any re/:

</.>'^cn/ii', if^y^cyv,

<(d/dr)Kd/dx)*R0(T)fy^C(r, J, a)＼＼f＼＼'

for any integer /e[0, (n+ ＼a＼―4)/2]r

{{dldty{d/dx)aR,(z)fy^C{r, j, a)||/||'k|-(J+1)+"l'gL

for any integer j"2^

n + | a |

~~2~

In particular,combining Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, we have

Corollary 4.2. Assume that n^3. Let p(t) be a C^iR1) function such that

p{z)= l if ＼z＼̂1/4 and =0 if |r| ^1/2. Let i?0(r) be the same as in (4.1). Then,

for any multi-index a with ＼a＼^=2,integer N^Q and f^Lzr{Rn),

p(T)TNd^R0(z)fGCn-2-L+N(R1; S').

Furthermore, the following estimates hold for any t^R1― {0} :

≪/)(T)r/f3;i?,(r)/≫ji±i≪i+ff,J^C(n,≪,N, p, r)＼＼f＼＼',

<dilRo{T)f-Ro(O)n>'£C(a, r)|r|1/2||/||'.

Now, we are going to show Theorem 4.1. Choosing Z(£)eC"(/?n) so that

Z(£)= l if Ifl^l and =0 if If ^2, we put: i?0(r)/=S(r)/+T(r)/ where
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S{T)f = {2n)-n^)e^-ix:-f^)(Ti-V-lr-＼^＼2)-1d^,

T(r)/ = (27r)-Bf[l-Z(e)]^-ia!f/(f)(T2-V-ir-|?|2)-1^

Since |(3/dr)V-V-Tr-|6|2)|^C(/)(l+|f|2) for fesupp(l-Z(^)) and re/W{0},

it follows from Parseval's equality and differentiationunder integral sign that

<(djdTytd/dx)aT(T)fy^C(j, a)＼＼f＼Y

for any multi-index a with ]aj^2, integer j and reAJ{0}. This shows that

all the assertions in Theorem 4.1 hold for T(t)f. So, we shall show that all

the assertions in Theorem 4.1 also hold for S(z)f. First, we note the following

two facts:

(4.4) ＼sN/(^-V-lr-s8)*!^*-sN-tM

for anv N and M with N>2M>0. re/ and s>0.

(4.5) ＼dlf(O＼^C(a)^l+＼x＼)^＼f(x)＼dx£C(a, r)＼＼f＼＼

for any multi-Index a and /eZ4(J?n). Let p{{r), k=0, 1, ･･･, /, be polynomials

defined by the following formula

(4.6) (a/^V-V^lT-l^ir^SWiWC^-V-Ir-lfl8)"*-1.

Here, it follows immediately that pij(T)= (―i)jj](2T―V―l)s. Since |r2-―V― It

~
I?]2I ^ k|, it follows from differentiation under integral sign, (4.5) and (4.6) that

r p"/Z'lxS£a7(B) f(£)

(4.7) {d/dr)Kd/dxYS(T)f=i:Upi{r){2K)-ny^-^^Y^

if r^O. Here, by dSm we have denoted the surface element on the unit sphere:

M=l. Since |r2- V-lr-s2| ^ |t| >0 if r^G, it follows from (4.7) that the

assertion 1°in Theorem 4.1 holds for S(t)f. If |a|+n ―1^2(y+l), noting (4.4),

(4.5) and (4.7),we have by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that

lim (dldT)j(dldx)aS(r)f= lim (d/dT)Hd/dx)aS(r)f ,
r^o + r-o-

This

＼(d/drnd/dx)≪S(T)f＼^C(r, a, j)＼＼f＼＼',re/.

shows that the assertion 2° and the estimates for anv integer

n+la ―3
2"

in the assertions 3°and 4°of Theorem 4.1 hold for S(z)f
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Now, we are going to show that the rest of assertions in Theorem 4.1 hold

also for S(z)f. For this purpose, we need the following lemma. Since we can

show it by elementary calculus, we omit its proof.

Lemma 4.3. Let M and N he integers with Q^N<2M. Put

In,m(t)=＼
V/(r8-V-lr-s8)*ds,

:e/ =
f

o L

Then, the following facts hold.

1

// N is odd and M
TV―1

2"

1

2
t]-≫

1, then there exist complex constants dN,M

depending only on N and M and C°°({r;|r|^l/2}) functions fiN,M(j) depending

also essentiallyonly on N and M such that

IN,M(T)=:dN,M(log＼T＼-V-ltan'12/Ta-T2))+fiN,M(T).

2° If N is odd with M-
iV-1

2
^2 or N is even there existcomplex constants

d%,M depending only on N and M and CXfreJ?1; |r|^l/2}) functionspt^.M^)

j―1,2, depending alsoessentiallyonly on N and M such that

{ djf.MfJl1W,M(T)＼T＼-M+-i-+ti%.*(T) if T<0

Now, we return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We may show that the fol-

lowing two assertions hold for/(/; x,r)=fe^-1*^flrZ(?)/(f)(r2-V-lr- IH2)-'"1^

in order to show the rest of assertions of Theorem 4.1.

(4.8)

Assertion 1°. Let j be an integer^
≪ + I# I ― 1

2~"
. Then,

＼J(j;x, r)＼^C{r, j, a)||/||'|r|~(j+1)+H'"' for any re/.

Assertion 2°. If n+|a| is even and /=
n+M-2

2
, there exist fo(ELtc(Rn)

and Lfoc(Rn)-valued functions /i(r) such that

(4.9) /(/; x, r)= /0 log|r| + /＼(r),

(4.10) </o>'^C(r, a, y)||/||',</I(r)>^C(r? ≪?j)ll/ir for any re/.

First, we shall show Assertion 1°just mentioned. Using a polar coodinate

system, we can write

(4.11)
Ji<tf|= l J0

(^-i*≪)*slal+n-1Z(sa≫)/(sft)) ,
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By Taylor series expansion, we have

(4.12) e(V-"fj:a')sZ(s≪M)/(s<y)=/(0)+ 2*=i^i(x, w)si +
^Hk(xr

<o,p, s)dpsk

where

gi(x, fi>)= (7!)-1(3/3s)<e^-Ia"B>≫Z(sa))/(s<y)U=o, i^l,

(4.13) Hi(x,<0, p, s)= (l-p)i~1((i-i)iyi(d/da)teu:rixm)al(a(l))f＼aa))＼^_ps, j^l,

k=2j+3-(n+＼a＼).

Using (4.12) and In,m(?) defined in Lemma 4.3, we can rewrite /(/; x, r) as

follows:

(4.14) /(/; X, Z)=＼
＼f(O)Ilann-l,j+l(T)

+ 'EkiZ＼gi(x, z)Ila
1+ B.1 +i,j+1(t)

prri i sk+n+＼a＼-i -i

Since f^L%Rn), we have

l/(0)|£C(r)||/||',

(4.15) ＼gi{x,o>)＼^Cir,i){l+＼x＼y＼＼f＼＼

[＼Hk(x,
o),p, s)＼dp^C(k, r)(l+U|)*||/||

JO

Noting the facts that /+1 ―

;S>

n+ ＼<x＼―1

2

|a|+n-2 3
2 ~2 ^v

n + ]a|-l
J and that

, and applying Lemma 4.3 to (4.14), we have by (4.4) and (4.15)

that Assertion 1° holds.

Finally,we shallshow Assertion 2°.Since n+ ＼a＼Is even and /=

using (4.11),(4.12),(4.13) with i=l and Lemma 4.3-1°,we have

(4.16)

where

'-

J{ yL , x, rj=/olog|r|+/!(r)

(1) UJfflfliai + u-i, (n + ＼a＼)/2j(y)

n+kl-2

2

f1(t) =
＼[

a>"dS(B{(flfltt,+B-1.(B+,a,)/i!(-V-l"tan-12/r(l-r8))
I )Ito!=1

+ /^lal+n-l,(n+l≪l)/2(f)}/(0)

f rT2rri I Sn+|a'(is I
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and dij and pti,j{v)are the same as in Lemma 4.3-1°. It follows immediately

that

(4.17) <foY^C(r, a, j)＼＼f＼＼',<fl{r)YSd,r, a, j)＼＼f＼Yfor re/.

Combining (4.16) and (4.17),we have that Assertion 2° holds, which completes

thf nrnnf nf Thpnrpm 4 1

§5. Behavior of R(z) near r=0.

Throughout §§5and 6, by r let us denote a fixed constant ^ro+3 (cf.

Notations). By integration by parts, we have that for any u^C^(Q)

(5.1) {Au, m)=-|||m|||2.

Thus, by (5.1),Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and well-known Riesz's representation theo-

rem, we have

Theorem 5.1. Assume that n^3. Then there exists an operator /?'(0)e

B(L2r(Q);HUO)), where H2D{Q)={v^HD(Q); ＼＼D%v＼＼<oo}(cf.(2.1)),such that for

any f^L2r{Q)

R'(0)f=f in Q,

lll/?WIII^C(r)||/||, ||/J|i?'(0)/||^C(r)||/||.

Now. we introduce the following operator.

Definition 5.2. Let R'(t), t<ek and R'(Q) be the same as in Theorems 2.3

and 5.1,respectively. By R(v) we denote the operator:

(5.2) R(t) : L2r(Q)->J

that is obtained from R'(z) by contracting the domain of definitionof R'(z)

according to the formula (5.2) and considering its range in a wider space S (cf.

Notations').

From Theorem 2.4 it follows that i?(r)eAnal(≪:;B(L2r(Q); S)). Below, we

shallinvestigate the regularity of R(z) near r=0. Choosing (f>,0eC%Rre) so that

6=1 if |x|<r-l and =0 if ＼x＼>r,
(5.3)

0=1 if |x |^r―2 and =0 if ＼x＼Sr―3.

Using <p and (Jj,we introduce the operators P and Q.

Definition 5.3. Let i?0(r)be the same operator as in (4.1). For f^L＼{Q),

we define P and Q by the following formulae:
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P(r)/ = (l-0)#oW/o) + 0/?W,

-2E?=13^-3//?/(0)/)-^-i?'(0)/.

Here, /0=/ If xel3 and =0 if x^Rn-Q.

The following lemma for P and Q just defined follows immediately from

Definition 5.3, Theorems 2.3 and 5.1, Lemma 2.1, Corollary 4.2 and well-known

Rellich'stheorem (cf. Mizohata [8, Theorem 3.3]).

(1)

(ii)

(i I)

Lemma 5.4. For re -

P{r)eB(L%(Q);<S),

L

'a 41
we have the folowing three assertions:

Q(t)is a compact operatoron L＼{Q)to L%Q),

for any feL%Q) (J+r2-V-Tr)P(r)/ = /-Q(r)/ in Q

We are going to show the following lemma, which is one of the most

important lemmas in this part.

Lemma 5.5. Assume than n^3. There exists a positiveconstant c0 such that

||1―Q(0)＼＼b(l2(Q))1^Co,where Q(t) is the same as in Definition 5.3.

Proof. Since Q(Q) is a compact operator on L＼{Q) to Ll(Q), in view of the

well-known Riesz-Schauder theory, we have only to show the following.

(5.4) If f^IJJQ) and (l-Q(O))f=O in Q, then / = 0.

So, we assume that f^L＼{Q) and (1―Q(0))/=0 in Q in the course of the proof.

By Lemma 5.4-(iii),we have

(5.5) P(0)/ = 0 in Q.

In order to show that (5.5)implies that /=0, we need the following two lemmas.

(i)

(ii)

Lemma 5.6. Assume that n^3. For any f(ELzr{Q),

＼＼＼Ro(O)fW^C(r)＼＼f＼＼%

＼＼D%Ro(O)f＼＼'SC(r)＼＼f＼V(cf. Notations).

LEMMA 5.7. Assume that n^3. Let H%(Q) be the same as in Theorem 5.1 and

H2D(Hn)={u^Llc(Hn);＼＼＼u＼＼＼'<°°,＼＼Dlu＼＼'<<x>}.The following two assertions are

valid.

(1) // u<eH*d(Q) and Ju=O in Q, then w=0.

(ii) If vezHMR71) and dv=Q> in Rn, then y=0.
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Deferring the proofs of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7,we continue the proof of Lemma

5.5. Combining Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.1, we have that for any /eL£(£?)

PW|||^C(r)||/||,
(5.6)

IIW(0)/||^C(r)[|/||,

from which it follows that P(0)f^H%(Q). Thus, combining (5.5),(5.6)and Lemma

5.7, we have

(5.7) 0=P(0)/ = (l-^)i?o(0)(^/o)+ ^/?'(0)/ in Q.

In particular,combining (5.3),(5.7) and the fact that Ji?'(0)/―/, we have

(5.8) /?'(0)/=/=0 in Q^ .

Put

R(O)f if x^Q,

0 if x^Rn~Q

From Theorem 5.1,(5.3) and (5.8),we obtain

(5.9) u EH2D(Rn), du=fo=<pfo in Rn.

Thus, since u-R0{0)(4>f0)EEH2D(Rn) and d(u-R0{0){(pf0))=Q in Rn because of the

fact (5.9) and Lemma 5.6, we have by Lemma 5.7-(ii)that

(5.10) u = Ro{O)(<t>fo)in Rn.

In particular,it follows from (5.10) and the definitionof u that

(5.10)' R0(0)(<pfo)= R(0)f in Q.

Combining (5.7) and (5.10)',we have

(5.11) /?oW/o)=O in Q.

Noting the fact that z//?0(0)(^/0)=^/o,we have by (5.11) that

(5.12) 4>fo=0 in Q.

Combining (5.3),(5.8) and (5.12),we have that /=0, which shows that (5.4) is

valid.

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 5.5,we prove Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7.

Proof of Lemma 5.6. By (4,1),we have

(5.13) i?o(O)/=-(2ff)-≫Je^i^/(6) |£|'H^.

From differentiationunder the integral sign and Parseval's equality, Lemma 5.6-
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(II)follows immediately. In order to prove Lemma 5.6-(i),first,we shall show

(5.14) WmpA ＼R0(0)f＼2dx=0 for any f^L＼{Rn).
JpS＼X＼S2p

In fact, we note that the following formula holds (cf. Mizohata [8, p. 99]):

(5.15) -(27vyn[e^lxi＼^＼-zde=cn＼x＼'n+2 if n^3,

where cn=― 2'27r~n'zr(-――j (F is the Gammer function). Combining (5.13) and

(5.15),we have

(5.16) Ro(O)f=cn^f(y)/＼x-y＼n~*dy

Taking p>2r and noting that f<=.L%Rn) and that nS^3, we have from (5.16)

(5.17) p~*＼ ＼Ro(O)f＼*dx^Cp-*＼
0S|J!|S2p

I ,I-2n+4l ＼f{y)＼dy^C(n,r)＼＼f＼＼'p

Thus, (5.14) follows from (5.17).

Now, we shall show that Lemma 5.6-(i) follows from (5.14). Choosing

X(x)eCORn) so that X(x)=l if |x|^l and =0 if |x|^2 and O^Z^l. Since

d%RQ(0)f belongs to L2(BS) for any s>0 and multi-index a with ＼a＼^2 because

of Corollary 4.2, we have by integration by parts that

(5.18) 2j7
= 1

^X(p-1x)＼djR0(Q)f＼2dx
= ~-^X(p-1x)f-R0(0)fdx

+ 2-1pA(Jl)(p^x)＼R0(0)f＼Mx

Here, we have used the fact that Ji?o(O)/=/. Since supp AlC {x(ERn ; 1^ |x ＼£2],

l(p-1x)=l on ＼x＼^p and f&LzT(Rn), it follows from Lemma 2.1,(5.14)and (5.18)

that

(5.19) |||i?o(O)/|||2=lim(
＼x＼<p

^C||/||(j

＼djRMf＼*dx^CY＼m＼＼f＼＼R^)f＼dx

＼l/2

(

|/?o(O)/|2rfx) ^CrU/||'-|||i?o(0)/|||

Lemma 5.6-(i)followsfrom (5.19),which completesthe proof of Lemma 5.6.

Proof of Lemma 5.7. First,we shallshow that for any u^HD(Q)

(5.20) lim jO~2＼ ＼u＼2dx--=0
p->e° J p SIX!52p

In fact, since C (Q) is dense in HD(Q) with respect to the norm |||-|||and since

(5.20) is valid for any element of Ct(Q), it follows immediately from Lemma 2.1
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that (5.20)is also valid for any element of HD(Q).

Let 1 be the same as in the proof of Lemma 5.6. Noting that u―0 on dQ

we have by integration by parts that

(5.21) 2,?=1＼x(p-1x)＼dju＼tdx =2-1p-2＼(dX)(p~1x)＼u＼2dx

Here, we have used the fact that Ju=O. Letting p-^co in (5.21) and usinj

(5.20),we have ||M||2―0. Combining this and Lemma 2.1, we have u=0, whicl

completes the proof of Lemma 5.7-(i). By the same method as in the prool

just mentioned, we can show Lemma 5.7-(ii). So, we omit the proof of Lemmj

5.7-(ii). Q.E.D.

Combining Definition 5.3, Lemma 5.5 and Corollary 4.2―(II),we have

Lemma 5.8. Let c0 be the same as in Lemma 5.5. Then there exists a smalt

positive constant d<l/4 such that

l|l-(?(r)||B(L|(fl,)^c0/2if v&L-d, d＼

From Lemma 5.8,it follows that the inverse operator (l―Q(t))"l(EB(L2r(Q))

of the operator 1―Q(t) exists and that

ll(l-<?(r))-1H≪(L≪(fl))^2/c0if zre[-d, <*].

Combining this and Lemma 5.4, we have that for any fG.L＼{Q) and re[-d, d~＼

(5.22) (J+r2-V:rIr)P(r)(l-g(r))-1/=/ in Q, P^X-Q^Y^B^M ; S).

Since l^-V^r-ISri^CCrXl+ier) if ^e[-rf, d]-{0}, we have i?0(r)e

B(L*{Rn);Hl(Rn)). Thus, P{z){l-Q{,r)Yl^B(L2r(Q); HD{Q)r＼H＼(Q)),re[-d, rf]

-{0}. Combining this and (5.22),we have the facts that (J+r2-V=lV)(i?'(r)/

-P(r)(l-Q(r)-Y)=0 in Q and that R＼T)f-P(j)(＼-Q{T)Ylf^Hl(Q)r＼HD(Q). By

integration by parts we have that i?/(r)/=P(r)(l ―Q(t)Ylf for r£[-d, cQ.

Furthermore, since P(0)(l-Q(0))-1/ satisfiesthe equation: JP(0)(l―QCO))"1/

= / in ^2 and the condition: P(0)(l-Q{0)Y1f ^H%(Q) and since it follows from

Theorem 5.1 that R'(Q)f satisfiesthe same equation: AR'(Q)f = f in Q and the

same condition: R'(Q)f&H%(Q), by Lemma 5.7-(i) we have also that J?/(0)/=

PCOd-OCO))"1/.

Summing up, we have showed

Lemma 5.9. Let d be the same asin Lemma 5.8. Then, R(r)=P{z)(l ―Qiv))'1

for v&Y―d, d~＼.
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Combining Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9,and Theorems 3.2, 4.1 and 5.1,we have

Theorem 5.10. Let r be a fixed constant ^r0+3 mentioned at the beginning

of this section. Assume thai nSi3. Let d be the same as in Lemma 5.8 and p{t)

a CtiR^-function such that p(z)= l if ＼r＼^d/4 and =0 if ＼z＼^d/2. Then, for

any integer N^O, multi-index a with ＼a＼^2 and f^L%Q), we have that

p{t)rNdaxR{z)f belongs to C(nlZ)+N(Rl; J).

Furthermore,

({p(T)zNd≪R(a)nm+N,j^C(ji, N, p, a, 011/11･

§6. Proof of Theorem 1.1.

In this section,we consider the following problem:

(6.1) u=0

m 3),

on 3)

m(0, x) = <po(x), (3t≪)(0,x) = ^(x), in £,

where
<^0,^gC00^), supp <^0,

supp ^iCi3r and rS^ro+3. It is well-known thai

(6.1) is C°°-wellposed under the compatibility condition (6.3) below (cf. Ikaws

[4]). We define Uj(x) successively by

(6.2) uo-=fif>, Ui=<f>lt Uj= ―uj-.l+ duj-2,
y^2.

The compatibility condition for (6.1) is the following:

(6.3) uj(x)=0 on dQ, ;^0.

It follows immediately from the definitions of uj that d{u(0, x) = Uj(x), j^O.

Furthermore, we have that for any p with l^.pS°° and non-negative integers

j and N,

(6.4) ＼＼uj＼＼p,N^C(p,j, N)U<I>*＼＼p.n+&＼＼<I>Av.h+j-1~]■

We shall represent u in terms of R(v). For this purpose, choosing (p(t)&

C^R1) so that ^(0 = 1 if t^l/2 and =0 if t^l, we define g}(t, x) by

(6.5) gj(t, x)^(dndt-d)[_-Z{±luk(x)tk/kQ(p(t), y^O.

Put

(6.6) hj(T, x) =
(V~irt^,

X)dt

It followsfrom (6.2)and (6.5)thatif ;^1

(6.7) dte,(0.x)=0, O^k<i-l.
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Using (6.4) and (6.7),we have by integration by parts that

(6.8) WdfhjiT, -)＼kN^C(N, Af)(i+|r!)~(i+1)[ll^!i2.,v+3+i+II^IU,A-+2+J],

/*,=Anal(C_ ; C^d^nC^CR1; Cto)(Qr))-

Here we have put C--{reC;Imr<0), C?o)(i2r)= {v^C^(Q); v ―v' for some

i/e=CMr)}. Put

(6.9) wj(t, x)=-=- D" 1

TtR{T)hj{T, -)dv

First, we shall show that u = Wj for any j^O. It follows from Theorems 2.4 and

5.10; Definition 3.2 and (6.8) that

(6.10) R(v)hj(T, -)eAnal(C_; tfnC^R1; J).

Noting that the resolvent equation:

(6.11) i?(r)= (r2-V-lr)-1-(r2-V-lr)-1i?(rM,

holds, we have by (2.3) and (2.4) in Theorem 3.3 and (6.8) that

(6.12) WlR(z)hj(T, ･)>^CXr)|Rer|-2(l+|r|)-i-1Cll^o!U,,-+5+ll^l|2>;+J

if TtC. and |Rer|^l. Using Cauchy's integral formula, we have by (6.9),

(6.10) and (6.12) that

(6.13)

for any a^O. Furthermore, it follows from (6.12) that

(6.14) Wjit,x)eCj+1((-<^, oo); 3).

Since |r2-V-lr[ >~|Inir|2>2 if |Re r| <1 and Im r<-2, it follows from (6.12)

and (6.13) that

<w£t, -)>SC{r)e~atlUoh,^+Ui＼kui~]

for any a^~-2 and t<0, which shows

(6.15) tuft,x)=0 if f<0 and x(=Q.

Noting that R{t)hj{r, -)~0 on dQ and combining (6.14) and (6.15), we have

dktWj(0,x)=0, Q^k^i+1,
(6.16)

Wj=0 on dQ.

Using (6.5),(6.6),(6.11) and (6.13),we have

(6.17) Wj{t,x)=
f{^(s,

x)(e-≪-≫-l)ds+fj(t, x)
n
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where

fj(f, x) = -
1 [

2ttJ
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a

Here we have used the fact that
o―
Liz

R{r)hj{T, -K^-V-Ir)-1^, a<0.

J-ee+V-lff

V-T tr(T*-r)-1dr=e-t-l If ^>0 and

= 0 if t<Q. It thus follows from (2.3), (2.4), (6.6), (6.8), (6.12) and (6.17) that

(dl+dt-J)Wj(t, x) = gM, x) in Q,

(6.18)

<D2fj(t, ■)>£C{r)UMU.*+j+Ui＼＼i.*+il

In view of an usual energy method (cf. Lax-Phillips [6. the identity (1.2) in

Chapter V]), we have from (6.16) and (6.18) that

(6.19) u(t,x)= (T,iUuk(x)tk/k＼)<p(t)-wj(t,x) for any >^0.

Now, we shall estimate Wj(t, x). Choose pirf^CfiR1) so that p(z)―＼if

izl'Sd/A and =0 if ＼z＼~^d/2,where d is the same as in Theorem 5.10. Put

(6.20)

w)(t,x)=j~＼e^ltTp(T)R(T)hj(T, -)dr

l_Lv-ltr{1_
{T))R{T)h.{Tt m)dT

,1tJ
Wj{t, x)― 2

It follows from (6.8),(6.20) and Theorems 3.7 and 5.10 that

(6.21) <D%d?Wi(t, -)>^C(r, N)(＼+＼t＼)-w-≫iTNpMDlRWhfr, ･)))≫+N.j

^C(r, ^)(l+UI)-(B/2)-y[||^oll2.>+3+ll^ill2.y+2],for any integer N^O.

On the other hand, we have by (3.8),(6.8),(6.20) and Theorem 2.4 that for

any integer M^O

<d?w%t, -)>^C(M, N, r)(l+U|)-*[||^oll2.i+8+ll0ill2.>+2],O^N^j,

(6.22) <D＼d?iv%t, -)>^C(iV, M, r)(l+U|)-*[||^o!l2.i+8+||^ll2.j+2],O^iV^y-1,

<D%d?w%t, -)>^C(N, M, r)a+＼t＼)-MlWo＼kj+≫+Uih.J+tl> 0^N^j~2.

It thus follows from (6.19),(6.20),(6.21) and (6.22) that for any r, r'^ro+3 and

＼＼d?u{t,-)br,,2,o^C(^, r, r/)(l+O-(B/2'-JV[|l^oll2,y+8+ll^ill2.^+≪],

(6.23) Wxd?u(t, OIUr,,2.o^C(7V,r, r')(l+0-<re/2)~N[ll^l|2,n+i+＼＼<1>A＼*,n+*~],

＼＼D%d?u{t,･)lbr,.≪.o^C(Mr, r/)(l+O-(B/8)-JVCII0olU.iV+5+ll^||2.iV+4:.

The assertions stated in Theorem 1.1 follows from (6.23) in the case that M^2.

In order to estimate higher order derivatives of u, we need the following

well-known a priori estimate for A.
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Lemma 6.1. Let rx, r2 be any positive numbers with ri>r2}=ro, and g^

H?+2(QTl) such that g^O on dQ. Then,

＼＼DNx^g＼＼ar^C{rur^UmAgh^ngh^ .

Since it follows from (6.1) that

(6.24) Adfu{t, x)=df+2≪U, x)+dr1u(t, x) in Q,

applying Lemma 6.1 to (6.24),by induction we can show the following:

(6.25) ＼＼D*d?u(t,-)lk,,2^C(r, r', N, M)a+ty'n^-Nl＼＼^＼＼2,N+M+3+Ui＼kN+M+2l

for any r, r'^ro+3 and t>0, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

PAET 2

Some estimates for linearized problems

In this part, we give L% and uniform decay estimates of solutions to linear-

ized problems. These estimates will be used in order to show the convergence

of our iteration scheme defined in part 3.

§ 7. //-estimates for some hyperbolic equation.

In this section, we shall obtain L2-estirnates of solutions of the following

linear equation:

£u = (l + a°(f, x))dfK + 27=1a>(f, x)djdtu-'EZj=1(dtJ+atKt, x))dtdju

+ (l+b°(t, x))dtu + 'E*=1bJ(t, x)dju + c(t, x)u = f(t, x) in 2),

(7.1)

w = 0 on 3)',

M(0, x) = (dtu)(0, x) = 0 in Q,

where dij―1 if z"=/ and =0 if i^j and / satisfies the condition:

(7.2) f<=EL-＼ L^2

(cf. Notations).

Throughout this section, without fear of confusion, for simplicity we write

Uj=dju, ut=dtu, ＼＼v(t)＼＼~=＼＼v(t,Olb.co, ＼＼v(jt)＼＼= ＼＼v(f,-)lk2,

(y, u;) = (t;(0, w(0)=(v(f, ･), wU, -))o,

and all functions are real-valued.
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We impose the following assumptions on the coefficientsof the operator X.

Assumption 7.1. Put JL=J(t, x)~(aj(t,x), j=0,---,n; aij(t,x), i,j=

1, ･･-, n; bj(t,x), ;=0, 1, ･･-,n; c(f,x)).

1° Each component of JZ is a -$°°([0,c>o)x i2)-function.

2° aij(t,x)=aji(t, x) for all(t, x)g[0, oo)xQ.

3° For any £=(&, ･･･,?n)ei2B and (f,x)e[0, oo)xfi,

5° |60U,o.o+S?=o|3^U.o,o^y.

Under Assumption 7.1, J? is a strictlyhyperbolic operator with first order

dissipativeterm. It thus follows that for any data / satisfying (7.2) there exists

a unique solution u<eEl (cf. Ikawa [4]). The following is the main result of

this section.

THEOREM 7.2. Let L be an integer ^2 and Assumption 7.1 be fulfilled. Let

d1 be a small positivenumber defined in Lemma 7.3 below and rj be a positive

number. Assume that the estimates:

(7.3) Mko.o^!, M|.,1+,,^l

hold. Then, the solution u^.EL of the equation (7.1)for a data f^EL~l satisfies

the following two estimates:

(7.4) Iwkto.riz^CCL, T)C|/U,[o.n.i-i+ MUco.n.zl/U.co.n.o] , /or an^ T>0,

(7.5) ＼u＼t,o,o+＼D1u＼i,1,2,L-i^C(L,i7)[|/|8,1+,,L-1+|cJ4|oo.i+17.z,|/I2.a+7lo]･

Since to obtain the estimate (7.4)is easier than the estimate (7.5) and since

both methods are essentially the same, we shall show only the estimate (7.5)

below. In order to show the estimate (7.5),we need following two lemmas.

Lemma 7.3. Let dij{x), i, j―＼, ■■■,n, be real-valued

satisfy the following conditions:

(I) dij=dji,

(ii)

(ill)

for any £=(£i,-■･,̂n)^Rn and xe£>

*B°°(Q)-functionsand

E^W.^+^UMA^ym2

IZJki^l where D=(dij{x); i, j=l, ■■■, n)
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Then, there exists a small positiveabsolute constant dx such that if ＼D＼oa^d1then

for any integer M^O and ^Hf+＼Q)r＼HD(Q)

ll^+2CII2^aL)(lrll2,^+(i+Ii)U,M)(llrll2+lilCIII))

where r=U+'EZj=idij{x)didJ)C.

Lemma 7.4. Let I(t),J(t) be non-negative continuous functions such that for

some positiveconstants c, fj.and t the estimate:

I(t)£c＼＼l-＼-s)-1-fI(s)ds+J{t) for any t>z,
Jr

holds and pt{l+ty^2c. Then

max /(s)^2 max Its)
r<ss£ rsssi

To prove Lemma 7.3, we note the following two points.

(i) From assumptions (i), (ii)and (iii)in Lemma 7.3, the operator J+Sf.^i^.A^

is strongly elliptic in Q.

(ii) Since ＼D＼≪,is sufficiently small, we can consider the operator d+Hi,j=idijdidj

as a small perturbation of A outside a ball Br+1 (r^r0).

Choose <fi,(peC^iR11) so that 0=1 in f?r+2 and 0=0 in Rn ―Br+3, and that

(p=l in Rn--Br+1 and 0=0 in Br. In view of the point (i) just mentioned, we

can estimate 0C by using Theorem Ap. 2 in Appendix I and the usual manner

of estimating a second order strongly ellipticoperator with zero Dirichlet condition

in bounded domains. In view of the point (ii) just mentioned, we can estimate

(pC, by using Theorem Ap. 2, the estimates for the Laplacian & in Rn and the

estimates for £in Qr+2. From this point of view, we omit the detailed proof

of Lemma 7.3. Since Lemma 7.4 follows from an easier calculation, we also

omit its proof.

Now, we shall show the estimate (7.5). As is well-known, without loss of

generality, we may assume that m£Cm([0, oo); H%(Q)r＼HD(Q)) (cf. Ikawa [4] and

also Shibata [18, the proof of Theorem 4.10]). Differentiating (7.1) iV-times

(ATSsO) with respect to t, we write the resulting equation as follows:

a+a°)dr'u+i:^1aid?+%u-'ElJ=l(diJ+aiJ)didjd?u+a+b0)d?+1u

(7.6) +I]UbjdMu+NJ]f=0(dtaj)dfdJu-Nj:iJ=1(dta^)didJdlN^+u

+p(N)cu = fN in S),

where (N-l)+ = N-l if TV^l and =0 if N=0, p(N) = l if iV=0 and =-0 if N^l,
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/ If N=0,

drf-^offiia'dtdjri-aW^dju-Ndtat-drdju}

+ YllJ^{d?{aijdidju)-aiJdidjd?u-Ndtaii-didjdr1u}

Multiplying (7.6) by df+1u and integrating over Q, we have by integration by

parts

(7.8) j
d_

dt
(a+a°)dr+1M, ar'^+y -^-s^ia^+a'Wf M, w≪)

+((i+h°-ji:ua^driu, atv+1K)+s?.,-i(aJW≪> 9"+1≪)

+N?,%Mdfflu, dr^-NCZl^iiai^djd^-^u, d?+iu) = {fN, df+1u).

When N^l, in order to estimate the terms: a＼ididjdf~1u,differentiating(7.1)

(iV―l)-times with respect to t, we write the resulting equations as follows:

(7.9) ^lJ^(dij+aij)didjdriu = (l + a°)driu + 'ZUa^dju+drif + gN^

where

(7.10) gN-^-Y,tJ=£d?-＼aiididju)--ai%djd?-*u}

+HUl^"＼ajdjdtu)-aidjdfu-]+df-'l{l-＼-b")dlu)

JrY>Udf-＼bidju)+d?-＼cu).

When A^l, applying Lemma 7.3 to (7.9) and using (7.3),we have

(7.ii) ＼＼Did?-ium^Md?~>fmM＼Did?umM＼gN-1m+＼＼mdriu(t)＼n

for some absolute constant c0. Let r be a large positive number determined later.

Integrating (7.8) from r to t(>r) and using Assumption 7.1,(7.3),(7.11) and the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

(7.12) WdfuitW+^Jdr'uisWds

fgc1[iiz)iafw(r)ii2+(7v+i)^(i+s)-i-'?iiDiarH(s)ii2fifs

+A^2£(l + s)-2-2ni|3r"1>+/(s)ll2+lk(.V-1)+(s)ll2+ll^13JaV"1)+"(s)ll2rfs

+ p(N)＼＼l + sy^＼＼u(sWds +
iyfN(s)＼＼2ds'}
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for some absolute constant cx>0. Here, we have used the fact that

(7.13) ＼JL(t,x)＼+ ＼DU(t, jOI^Mka+^a+O"1-' for *>0-

Next, multiplying (7.6) by dfu and integrating over Q, we have by integra-

tion by parts that

(7.14) -―((l+ aW+lu, d?u)-(a＼d?+1u, 9f u)-((l + a°)df+1M)

-NZlj^aWjdy-v+u, dfu)+p{N){cu, d?u)=(fN, d?u).

Integrating (7.14) from r to f (>r) and using Assumption 7.1,(7.3),(7.12),(7.13)

and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

(7.15) WdFudW+WD'dfuttw+^WDWuisyrds

*4 WutfV+WDWuiTW+piN)
j＼l

+ s)-1-"||u(s)||2rfs

+Ar2£(l + s)-1-'?|[Z)19£(iV-1)+M(s)||2rfs

+(l+iV)f'(l+s)-1-'||JD13?rM(s)||2ds
Jr

+yv2£(i+s)-i^[iiap-i)+/(S)ii2+iii?(/v_1)+(S)ii^ds

+£(l + s)1+'||/^(s)||≪ds]

for some absolute constant c2>0. Applying Lemma 7,4 to (7.15), we have that

there exists a positivelarge number t=t(N) depending only on N such that

(7.16) Wd^uitW+WD'dfuitW+^WD'dfuisWds
.IT

£C(N)[ WD'dfuitW+WdfuirW+a-piN^a+sy1^

x[||D^A'-1)+u(s)||M-|!9c(-v"1)+/(s)ll2+||g(iv~i)+(s)||2]rfs

+£(l + s)1+?||/,v(s)]!Ms] if t>r.

Now, we shall investigate the total energy decay. Multiplying (7.6) by
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tdf+1u and integrating over [z, f＼Y,.Q,we have by integration by parts, the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Assumption 7.1,(7.3) and (7.16) that

(7.17) ^!|D13fM(0l!2+
£s!iar+iu(s)ii2rfs

^c(n, V)[a+t)＼＼D^u(twwu(TW+a--p(N))^a+syi-ri

x[||3r-1)+/(s)!l2+!|^<.v~1)+(s)l!2+||D13r-1)+w(s)ll2]rfs

+ J'(l-fs)1+*||/,v(s)||Ms] if t>v.

In fact, when N=Q, multiplying (7.6) with iV=O by tdtu and integrating

over Q, we have

(7.18)
~

A-((l
+ a°)tut,ut)-＼(a°ttut,ut)~~(a°utl≪t)-|sMfl^(. u>)

+ j-~jHZJ=i((diJ+ai3)tui> uJ-j-Elj-iialHui, u^+^l^ajHuu ut)

-jTlZj-ittdtj+a^Ui, Uj)+ (a+b≫)tut, Mt)+ S?=i(6^Mj, ut)+(ctu, ut)

= (f,tut).

Since for any v>0 the inequalities:

＼(aytuu ud＼^~~＼＼ay(t)＼m＼ui(tW+vt＼＼ut(t)＼＼＼

＼(f,tut)＼£-^＼＼f{t)＼＼*+ vt＼＼ut(t)r,

and

＼(ctU,Mt)|^^-|k(0PII≪(0l|2 + ^l|M{(0||2

hold, integrating (7.18) from r to t (>r) and using (7.16) with iV=0, we have

(7.19) tWD'udW+^sWdMsWds

Sc3[r＼＼D'u(TW+＼＼u(TW+^＼l + sy+n＼f(sWds

+
f'(l|a°(s)!U+S^ilkj(s)|Us)||z/i(s)||2rfs

+
^＼c(s)＼＼ls＼＼u(sWds + ＼i＼j:iJ^＼＼a

i v*n . II/707c^II2 OH D1 ≪MII2a/q
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+＼＼'2ZJ=1(dij+＼＼aiKs)U＼＼D}cu(sWds

+＼tW-o＼Ms)＼Us＼＼D1u(s)＼＼*ds

+
Jjk(s)||^||^(s)||2rfs

+ J＼l+ 5)||/(s)!|2ds]

for some positive constant c3. Since it follows from (7.3) and (7.13) that

＼＼＼c(s)＼＼is＼＼u(s)＼＼2dsSmax＼＼u(s)＼＼2-＼＼l+s)-1-^dsSC(ri)max＼＼u(s)＼＼2

we have from (7.3),(7.13),(7.16) with iV=0 and (7.19) that

tWD'uitW'+WuitW+^sWdMsWds

^C(i7)[(l + r)||JD1M(T)||2+('(H-s)I+'||/(s)||aflrs]
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if t^z, which shows (7.17) with 7V=0. When iV^l, we can show (7.17) in the

same manner. So, we omit the proof of (7.17) in the case that N^l.

£(l
+ s)1+'||/^(s)||Vs^(|/iV|2il+iy,o)2j

(l+S)-1-Ms^C(7?)(|/iv|2,1 + ,,0)2

it follows immediately from (7.4),(7.16) and (7.17) that

(7.20) |k|2.o.o+IWk|2.i/2.o^C(JV, 57)CI/ivU,1+,.o+(l-/o(^))(|ar-1)+/l2.o.o

+ ＼g(N-v+＼2,o,oJr＼D1dlN-1)
+u＼2,Q,0)Jr＼fU.o.tf+MU.o.tf+il/ko.o]

･

In particular,(7.5) with L = l follows from (7.20) with N=0, (7.3) and (7.7).

Now, using (7.20),we shall show (7.5)with L^2 by induction. When L=2,

we have from (7.11) and (7.20) with N=l that

(7.21) ＼D*u＼2,m,0^C{＼,5?)[|/1|2,1+,,o+l/U.m.o+|goU.i/2,o+|Z?1MU,m.o].

It follows from (7.3),(7.5) with L = l just showed and (7.7) that

I7l I2,l+n,0= ^( ＼l)U＼z,0,0+1/ 2,1+B,l)^^l/ 2,1+ B,1>
(7.22)

!J§roU,l/2,O^C(|i)1W|2,1/2,O+UU,O,o)^C:|/|2,i +
)?,o.

Combining (7.21), (7.22) and (7.5) with L = l, we have

(7.23) ＼D*u＼2,ll2,o^C＼f＼i,1+r],1,

which shows (7.5) with L―2.

When L^3, assuming that TV ^2 and that the estimate (7.24) below is already
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proved for smaller value than iV+1, we shall prove

(7.24) |9ri-K^≪U.1/S!.o^C(N)C|/U.1+r!.Ar+MUll+,.w+1|/|2.1+17.o]

for any integer K with 0^K^N-＼-l.

It follows from (7.11) and (7.20) that

(7.25) S5r=oiarl-^jM|2.1/2,0^C(iV)C|/U,1/2,iV_1+|^_1|2,1/2.0

+ ＼Dld?~iu＼2,ll2,0+＼fN＼2,1+v,0-J.

Applying the induction hypotheses, Assumption 7.1, Leibniz's formula and Theo-

rem Ap. 2 in Appendix I to (7.7) and (7.10), we have

|/wki+^o^C(AO[|/ki+n,A'+MU i+,,iV +i!/l2.i+≪,o] ,

(7.26)

I^JV-l I 2.1/2.0^C(N)[|/|2ll + ,.W-1+ | J
!,.!

+ ,. jv
I/Is.

1 + !?,o].

Combining (7.25) and (7.26), and applying the induction hypotheses to the term:

＼D1d^~1u＼2,H2.0, we have

(7.27) S2K=o|3ri"is:/>fM|2,1/2.0^C(iV)C|/|2,1+,,w+MU.1+,.^+1|/|S!,1+,.0],

which shows that (7.24) is valid for each K with QfS/ffS2.

Now, we shall show (7.24) by induction on K. Assume that K~^3 and that

(7.24) is already proved for smaller value than K. Applying Lemma 7.3 to (7.9)

with M―K--2, we have

(7.28) ＼DKdri-Ku＼t.ut.^C(N){＼fUu,.x-iHD§-＼(l + aWra-Ku)＼t.llt,o

+ 2?=l I aJdjd? +i~KU I
2ll/P. K-S+

! gN
+l-K

I
2.1/2. A-2

+ |<^ I co,1/2, A'-2U M I 2,0, iV+ 3-/f~f"
I / I

2,0, N +l-K~＼~
gN +

l-K
＼
2.0.0J

By using Leibniz's formula, Theorem Ap. 2, (7.3), (7.10) and the induction hypo-

theses, we have

(7.29) |D?-a((l + ao)3r+s-RrM)U.i/2.o+S^il^"8(aJ3^+2-/rM)U.i/2.o

^C(N)L＼D*-*dri-Ku＼i.llt.tt+＼Dx-1d?+a-Ku＼t.lft.,

+s?-osr--o>i^-1-*fliu.≪.oiDiDi3r+s-jrM|2.I/a.o]

^aiV)[i/il,i+,.ff+Mi.,H,,^i/iu+fo

+ S^="oSM|oo, 1+ 7?,K-2-iL＼f＼z.l + Ti,f?+ 2+i-K-＼~＼'-A＼c°,l+r/,N +!i+i-K＼f＼ 2,1+ij.o]]

^C(AT)C|/U.1 + ,,flr+MU,1+r..v + il/l2.i + ,.o],
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32)

33)

34)
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＼a+aO)drz-Ku＼s.lli.K-t+xu＼aidJdr*-Ku＼i.1/i,K-3

^C(^V)[|/|2,1+,.^-1+U|o0,1+,,iV|/|2.1+,.0],

gN +l-K＼2,ll2,K-2ta=C{N)[＼f＼i,1+v,N-i+＼J.＼cD,i+v.N＼f＼2,l + r1,o]l,

＼Jl＼
~.m.K-*＼D≫+3-Ku＼i,0,^CmUJL＼~.m.K-z＼fU,i+v,N+i-K

+ |ci|co,
1/2, JST-2

I
≪-^

Ua+iy.iV
+ S-if

l/i£,l
+ r;,o3

^aiV):i/u,1+,^_1+Mu.1+,,JV|/|2,1+,.o],

MU,
1/2,^-2!/I 2,0, N + l-K =

C{N)[_＼f＼2,
i + 7,JV-2+

MU,
1+^.iV-ll/U, l + ^,oj

i^A j cc>1/2, iiT-2 1§N + 1-K I 2,0,0

^C(N)
＼JiI

co,i+)?, A'-2L
I / I

2,1+ij, iV+ l-iC+
l<-^ I

00,l+)j,iV + 2-A'
1/ I

2,l + 5j,0j

^C(iV)C|/|8pl+,.iV-1+MU,1+,,y|/|2,1+,,o].
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Combining (7.28)-(7.34),we have

|Z>f3ri-jrM|8il/8,o^C(Ar)[|/|,.1+,^+MU.1+,,JV+1|/|,.1+?.o3,

which shows that (7.4)is valid for any K with 0SK^N-＼-l. This completes the

nroof of Theorem 7.2.

§8. Uniform decay estimate for the operator dj+dt―J.

In this section, we shall investigate the rate of the uniform decay of solutions

of the following mixed problem:

(3?+dt-J)M=0 in W,

(8.1) u = 0 on &,

u(Q, x) ―^>0(x),(9tM)(0, x)~<f>i(x) in Q.

By 8{<pQ}(p1; t, x) we denote the solution of the mixed problem (8.1) with initial

data 0o and <j)x. Here, initial data <£0and <px satisfy the conditions (8.2) and (8.3)

below.

(8.2) Let us define Uj(x), /2^0, by the formulae (6.2). Then all Uj satisfy the

condition (6.3) (compatibility condition for (8.1)).

(8.3) There exist (J>0,̂ GSiR71) such that ^o―<f>o,$i―<pi in Q and for any p

with l^p^oo and integer N^O, the estimates: ＼＼$j＼＼'p.N^C(p,N)＼＼$j＼＼PlN,

hold for y=0, 1.

It is well known that there exists one and only one C^-solution £(<fi0,fa; t, x) of
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the equation (8.1) with initial data <j)0,61 satisfying the conditions (8.2) and (8.3).

The following is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 8.1. Assume that n^3. Let N be a non-negative integer and <p0,

^eC"5^) initial data satisfying the conditions (8.2) and (8.3). Let S(<f>0,<j)i',t, x)

be a solution of the equation (8.1) with initial data <fia,(f>x. Then, the following

estimates hold:

＼g{<pa,
<pi I ･･･) I

00,71/2,AT

SQN, n)[|!^o!l2,.＼ + 2[re/2]+5+|lRlll2,^ + 2Cn/2]+4-f||^o!|l,O+ll^llll,o] ,

1-^(^0, 4>＼",
■■■)＼o°,n/4,N^C{N, n)[||0olk iV + 2[ri/23+ 5+l|(Plll2,JV + 2[n/2] + 4] ･

In order to prove Theorem 8.1, we shall need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 8.2. Assume that n'2^3. Let r be a fixed number ^ro+3 and N a

non-negative integer. Assume that 0O, ^GCM(fi) satisfy the conditions (8.2) and

(8.3) and supp <pjdQr, j=0, 1. Let g be any C°°([0,oo)xQ) function with

supp gd^X {x^Rn ; r^＼x＼^rJrl}. Then there exists one and only one solution

uGCra([O, oo)xQ) of the following mixed problem:

(d2t+dt-d)u = g in 2),

u~0 on S)',

u(0, x)=0Q(x), (3(m)(0,x)= fr(x) in Q,

and the following two estimates are valid for u.

(0 U ＼g＼2,n/2,N+2<°°,then for any rf>r

＼＼DNu{t,Oll^.^o^ar, r', ^V)(l+O-n/2(||0oi|2^+3+ll^ll2,w+2+I^U,n/2,iv+2).

(ii) // n^5 and |^|2,n/4,w+2<co, then for any r'>r

＼＼DNu{t,-n^.z.^Cir', r, N)(i+tyn'%＼＼M2,N+3+ + ＼＼d>1＼kN^+＼g＼^n!i,N^
■

Lemma 8.3 (A. Matsumura [7]). Let v(t,x) be a solution of the following

Cauchy problem with initialdata 0O,(j>i<^S(Rn):

(d2t+dt-~d)v=0 in [0, oo)xRn,

v{0,x)= $0(x), (dtv)(O,x)= $!(x) in Rn.

Then, the following two estimates hold. For any integers ;"^0 and N^O

wzdivit, oii^aM7)a+o-c(n/2)+(Ar/2)+i)[ii^oiio,Cn/2]+1+iv+rfii^i!2.cn/2]+iv+J-

+ ll^olll-f||^illl],
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WDSdivit, -)mC{N, y)(l+0-((B/0 +(i(r'≫+J)CWollJ.c≫/a+i+^+>+ll?illS.:n/fl+w+j]■

Lemma 8.2 follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and well-known Duhamei's

principle. So, we omit the proof of Lemma 8.2. Representing a solution v(t, x

in terms of Fourier transformations, we can prove Lemma 8.3 by direct calcu

lations. So, we also omit the detailed proof of Lemma 8.3, which is given ii

Matsumura [7].

Now, we shall prove Theorem 8.1, below. For any data 0O and $a in (8.3

Set us denote by ux the solution of the following Cauchy problem:

(df+3*-J)wi=O in [0, co)xRn,

(8.4)
Ml(0, x) = $0(x), (dtttiXO, x) = $Ax) in Rn.

Choosing r^ro + 3 and l(x)^Co(Rn) so that X(x) = l if |x|^rand=0if |x|^r+l

we put

u2(t, x) = u{t, x)―(l―X(x))u1(t) x),

(8.5)
g(t, x) = 2'E^1djX(x)'dju1(t, x)+Al{x)-ul{t, x).

It follows from Lemma 8.3 and (8.3) that for any integer N^O

|(l-Z)KlUB/2,tf^C(W, n)[||^olU.Cn/2]+^+ ll0ill2,Cn/a+ +̂ ll^o|li+||^||1],

(8.6)

1(1―Z)Wi |≪,,,1/4,jv^C(iV, M)[||^o||2,[n/2]+iV+i+ll0lll2,Cn/2]+iv],

supp^CUR'X {xeiRn; r^＼x＼^r+l},

(8.7) ＼g＼~.nli.It^C(N,n)C||0oll2,CB/23+iV+ 2+ll0llU.Cn/2]+^+l+ll^olll+ll0llll],

lg"U,n/4,iV^C(iV, n)[||^olU.Cn/2]+iV+2+ll^all2,[7i/2n+JV+l] ･

Furthermore, it follows from the definition of u2 that

(8.8)

(d＼+dt-A)uz=g

U2= 0

in S),

on 3)

M2(0, x)=X(x)$0(x), (dtu2)(O, x) = X(x)4>Ax) in Q.

It thus follows from Lemma 8.2 and (8.7) that

(8.9) ＼＼DNu2(t,')＼＼oT+t.t

SC(r,N, n)(l+f)-n/2[ll0oll2,,Y+4+[n/,]+ll^ll2,iv+3+c/2]+il^olii+ !l01li1],

and that if n^5

(8.10) ＼＼DNuS, ･)＼＼ar+s.i^C(r,N, n)(l+0-n/4[||^olU,^+i:B/≪+ll^ilU.JV+s+c≫/a] ･

Choosing
(p(x)^C°°(Rn) so that (p(x) =

l if |x|^r+2 and =0 if ＼x＼^r+L Since

(pg=0, </>X^j―O, j=0, 1, we have
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{d2t+dt-J){d>uz)= h(t,x) in [0, co)xRn,
(8.11)

((pu2)(0,x)= (dt(<pu2W, x)=0 in Rn,

where h(t, x) = 2f=19J-^(x)-3iM2(^ x) + (J(p)(x)-u2(t,x). Since the fact that

supp3|M2(0, x)cQr+i for any z'^0 follows immediately from (8.7),(8.8) and the

fact that supp ZdZ?r+1, we have by the fact that <p=0 in Br+1 that

(8.12) 0ih)(Of x)=0 for any i^O.

It thus follows from well-known Duhamel's principle that

(8.13) DN((pu2) =
[tDN^0(0>

h(s, ･); t-s, x)ds
.in

Here, by £o(do,6t; t, x) we have denoted the solution of the following Cauchy

problem with initialdata 60, 0i:

{d＼+dt-A)w = Q in [0, oo)xRn,

w(0, x)= d6(x), (dtw)(Q, x)= d1(x) in Rn.

In view of Lemma 8.3, we have from (8.13) and the definition of the function

hit.x) that

(8.14) l≪.l
≪,ni2,N^C{N, n)[sup(

L t>o J

＼i+(t-s)rn/ia+srni2dsa+tr12}

0 J

X[| h U.n/2, iV+U/2]+ I h Ii.n/2,0]

^C(7V, r, n)C|M2|j?r+1,2.n/2.w+CB/2]+i],

and that if n^5

(8.15) ＼uzU,nl,NSC{N, n)
＼sup[＼i+(t-~s)yn^i+s)-n'idsa+tr/i]＼h＼2n/i,N+tn/21

^C(N, T, W)| M2|flr + 1>2.n/4, tf+ Cn/2]+i･

Here, we have used the fact that ＼h＼1,n!Zt0SC(r)＼uz＼QT+v2,n/z,i! which follows

from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Combining (8.9), (8.10), (8.14) and (8.15),

we have that

(8.16) ＼U2＼a,,nft.N^C(N> n)C||^olls.W + 5+ 2Cn/2]+ll^l|l≪.Ar+ 4+ 8C≫/≪]+||^olll+ll^llllIl,

and that if n^5

(8.17) ＼u2＼ao,nH,N^C{N, n)C||^olU.W + 5 + 2C7./23+||^i|U.,V+ 4+2Cn/2]II･

On the other hand, we have by (8.9), (8.10) and well-known Sobolev's imbedding

fhpnrpm that
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^C(N, n)[||^o||≪,iV
+ 6+ 2[B/23+||^a||2,iV + 4+ 2n7./8]+||^o||l+||0l||l]

and that if n^5

(8.19) ＼0--(p)ui＼x,.nU.N^C＼0―<P)ui＼2.nU,N
+ 1+Ln/sl

39

Combining (8.5),(8.6),(8.16),(8.17),(8.18) and (8.19), we get the theorem, which

cnmnlpt-pa thp nrnrvfnf IThpnrprn R 1

§9. Uniform decay estimate for some hyperbolic equation.

In this section,we shall investigate the rate of the uniform decay of solutions

to the following mixed problem:

(l + a＼t,x))d＼u+ T,Uaj(t, x)didtu-T,lJ=1(diJ+ai*(t, x))didjU

+ U+&U *))dtu+2W(f, x)dju+c{t, x)u=f in 3),
(9.1)

m=0 on S)',

M(0, x)= (9£m)(0,x)=0 in Q.

Thp fnllnwincri≪fhe main rp≪n1fnf fhi≪sprfinn

Theorem 9.1. Assume that n^3. Let
aj, aij, bj, c be the same as in (9.1)

and
put Jl=Jl(t, x)=(Jl'(t, x), c(t,

x)), where J./=J.'{t, x)^(aj(t, x), j=0,
■■■,n;

alj{t, x), i, j=l, -", 0; b3(t, x), j=Q, ･■･, n). Let L be a non-negative integer

and K= L+2[n/2]+5. Let p(ri), q{n) and a{n) be the same as in Notations.

Assume that J. satisfies Assumption 7.1 and the condition (7.3) with
7]= p{ri)―l

that if nSi5

(9-^) ＼<-Al<≫,p(n),0
=

l , ＼<-A＼<x>,p(n),K+l<C°o,

and that if 3^n^4

M/U.p(re),0+|c|00,e(n),o+ M'|
2,1/2,0+

I C |
2,1,0 =

2 ,

M/U,pCn),iS:+|cU,q(n),^<oo
.

// u is a solution of the equation (9.1) with datafe.EK satisfying the condition:

＼f＼t.qin),K +
O{n)＼f ＼i,i,0<OO ,

then for any N with O^/V^L

! U ＼
oo,p in), N^C(N, n)[|/|2,g(n).A' + 2C≫/2]+5+0"(≪)|/|i,i.o

-＼-＼＼Ji
I
co,pin), Ar+ 2[re/2]+6"T d(n) I C|oo, q(n), N + 2tn 12]+4) If I

2,of, ),ol ･
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To show Theorem 9.1,we need the followingtwo preliminarylemmas

Lemma 9.2. Assume that n^3.

I+2[n/2]+4. Let p(n), q(n) and

a solutionof the eouation:

Let L he a non-negative integer

a(n) be the same as in Notations.

and K=

Let u he

@f+3t-J)w = / in 3),

(9.3) m = 0 on S)f,

u(0, x) = (3tw)(G, x)=0 in £,

where f^EK satisfies the condition:

(9.4) l/U.≪(B)./c+ ff(w)|/|1,1.0<oo,

(9.5) /=0 m [0, co)xi3fl

/or some /arge i? w^'f/jQRuRn ―Q. Then for any integer N with O^N^L

＼u＼^iPin),N^C(R, N, n)C|/U.,(B),w+2CB/2]+4+^(w)l/!i.i.o].

Lemma 9.3. Let R be a large number with QR~DRn ―Q, N a positive integer,

k^Q and /efi^^) with d{f(O, x)=0, j^O, 1, ■■･,N―l. Then there exists a

solution u<^£2'N+1(QR) with d{u(0, x)=0, ;=0, 1, ･･･, A^+1 of the equations:

(3f+3£―J)u = f in [0, co)xQR and w = 0 on [0, oo)x3£?H> where dQR is the boundary

of QR.

Moreover, u satisfies the estimate:

＼u＼aR,2,k.N-n^C{R, k, N)＼f＼QR,i.k.N,

if l/l0jB.2.ft,2V<°°.

Proof of Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3. Lemma 9.3 follows immediately from Theo-

rem 4.10 of [18], so we may show only Lemma 9.2. It follows from the fact

that f(EEK that u<=EK+1. Using this fact and (9.5), we have by Duhamel's

principle

(9.6) DNu{t, x)=
(V<?(0, /(s, -);t-s, x)ds

Jo

where Q is the same as in Theorem 8.1. When 3^n^4, we have by (9.6)and

Theorem 8.1 that

＼＼DNu(i,OIU^CCAT, n)[^

+

(l + (f-s))-n/2(l + s)-!ds{|/U.i,Ar + 2[n/2]+4+l/li.l,o}

P
(l + (^S))-n/4(l + S)-9<7l)/is-|/U,</(n),,V + 2[n/2]+4|

Jt/2

^C(N, n)(l+O~p<n)[l/U.9<n>.A'+2Cn/s]+4+ff(n)l/li.i.ol
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When n^5, using the facts that (1+ ＼t|)'n/i(EL1(R1) and that
^■=p(n)=q(n)>

we

have from (9.6) and Theorem 8.1 that

(9.8) ＼＼DNu(t, -)IU^C(JV, n)(l+0-?(B)l/U.≪(≫)^+2c≫/a+4.

Combining (9.7) and (9.8), we have

＼u＼ao,V(n),N^kC{N, n)[＼ f ＼2,q(n),N + 2lnl2l+i+ 0(n)＼ f ＼luo] ,

which completes the proof.

To prove Theorem 9.1, the following lemma is essential, which we can

prove by Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3.

Lemma 9.4. Assume that n^3. Let L be a non negative integer and K=

L+2[n/2]+4. Let p{n), q{n) and a(n) be the same as in Notations. Let u be a

solution of the equation (9.3) for f^EK which satisfies the condition (9.4). Then

u satisfies the estimate:

i U | oo,p(n),N^C(N, n)[_＼f I 2.8(71),2V+ 2[≪/2]+ 4 + O'(w) I / I 1,l,o]

for any integer N with O^N^L.

Proof. Let R be a large number with QRZ)Rn ― Q. Choose C"(j?")-functions

<p{x) and (p{x) so that <j){x)―l if x<bQb and =0 outside QR+l and (f){x)―l if

x<E.QR+>z and =0 outside Qr+%. Let v be a solution of the equations:

(df+9t-J)y=0U)/a, x) in [0? oo)x^+8,

y=0 on [0, co)xdQR+s,

v(0, x) = @tv)(0, x) = Q in QR+S,

where dQR+-s is the boundary of QR+3. It follows from Lemma 9.3 that

(9-9) ＼v＼QR+3,z,q(n),N+i^C(R, n, K)＼f＼2,q(n),N

for any integer A^ with O^N^K. Put u=(pv+w. Then, w satisfies the equations:

(d2t+dt-J)w=g in 3),

w=0 on 2)',

w(0, x) = (dtw)(0, x) = Q in Q,

where ^=(1―0)/+2 S"=o3^*9Jy+#"y- Noting that supp gaRlX(Rn-~QR), we

have by Lemma 9.2 that

(9.10) ＼U＼≪,.pin). N^C(N, n)[|g-|2.o(B>,iV + 2Cn/2]+l+ ff(w)|ff|i,i.o].
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Since supp (pdQR+%, we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (9.9) and the

fact that q{n)>＼ that

§ I2,g(n),.V+ 2[K/2]+4^C(A', Tl)＼f |2)g(n),,V+2fre/2]+ 4 >

(9.11)

l*li.i.o^C(n)[|/|1.1.o+|/|8>a(≫,.o].

Combining (9.10) and (9.11), we have the desired inequality, which completes the

proof.

Now, we prove Theorem 9.1. Put g^a%u＼uJr'Yurj^lajd3dtU ― S?!j=iO^'^i9>M +

J^j^o&dju + cu. Then, we rewrite the equation (9.1) in terms of g as follows:

ffi+dt-J)u = f-g In 3),

m= 0 on 3)',

u(Q,x)= (dtu)(0,x)= 0 in Q.

Since it follows from Theorem 7.2 and the factthat f^EK that n^EK+＼ we

have that f―g^EK'1. Applying Lemma 9.4,we have

(9.12) | U ＼co,P(,n),N^C(N, n)[|/U,g(n)>JV +2[re/2]+4+＼g＼2,q(.n-),N+ 2ln/Zl+i

+ tf(n)[|/ki.o+l£ki.oll

for any integer N with O^N^L. Put N' = N+2[.n/2]+4. Note that />(≪)+ -=-

71
^q(n)>l and that p(n)=q{n)=―- if n^5. Using Theorem 7.2 with y ―p(ri)―l,

(9.2), (9.2)' and Theorem Ap. 2 in Appendix I, we have

＼g＼s,qln).N-^C(n, n)[M'U,P(n),,V'|JD1i51u|2,i/2,0+|cU,g(n),JV' |m|2.0.0

(9-13) + |/kp(n), W+1+ Ml co,P(n),W+2I /U,p(re),o]

^C(A^, n)r|/|2,j>(n).JV'+i + (MU.n(≫),iy.+2+ff(M)|c|oo,≫(B)>jv≫)l/U,≫)(n).o].

When 3sSn^4, it follows from Theorem 7.2 with i}= p(n) ―l, (9.2)' and the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that

(9.14) |^|1,Jlo^C(M'|2,i/2.o!^1i>1M!2,]/2,o+kU,1,ok|2,o,o)^C|/|2,p(n),1.

Combining (9.12), (9.13) and (9.14), we get the desired estimate, which completes

the proof of Theorem 9.1.
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PART 3

Proof of main theorem

43

Throughout part 3, we assume that the assumptions stated in Introduction are

fulfilledand use notations defined in Introduction and Notations.

§10. Compatibility condition.

For weC°°(iP) with w = 0 on 3)', we define /, <fi0,<px by

f(t, x) = (o2l+dt-J)u+F(t> x, Au),
(10.1)

(fio(x)^-u(O, x), (5i(x)=9£m(0, x) .

Furthermore, we put

(10.2) uj(x) = (d3tu){0,x), 7^2.

In this section, under some smallness assumption imposed on <p0)<px and /, we

shall represent ujf j"^2, in terms of <f>0,<px and /. And then, by using such

representations, we estimate ujt j^2, by <pQ,<pu f.

(10.3) Uz+fa-Jfa+FiO, x, Dlfa, Di4u M2) = /(0, x).

Putting X=(Xr, I", v) where X'=(p, Xu ■■■,Xnt lih i, j=l, ･･･, n), X" = (X0, Xou ･■･,

20n) and v=X00, we consider the following non-linear equation:

(10.4) F(f7) = v+^o-S?=i^i+F(O, x, I', I", v)-g=0.

Here, we have put U = {Xf, I", v, x, g). Since F(0, x, 0)=0, (0, 0, 0, x, 0) is a

solution of the equation (10.4). Since (dxF)(Q, x, 0)=0 and Fe ^"([0, co)x^X

{Ul^l}), there exists a positive small constant cF depending only on F such

that ＼d＼/dv＼^:l/2 if |i|^c^and xXQ. The following lemma thus follows from

the implicit function theorem.

Lemma 10.1. There exist a sufficiently small positive number d2 and a

C~(QX{(X, X1, g); ＼*'＼+ ＼Z"＼+ ＼g＼Sdz}) function v(x, 1', 1", g) such that v is

uniquely determined, v{x, 0, 0, 0)=0 and

W(X', 1", v{x, lf, 1", g), x, g)=0, if xzeQ and ＼X'＼+ ＼r＼+ ＼g＼̂d2*

From Lemma 10.1, we obtain

(10.5) uz(x) = v(x, D%60(x), DlxUx), /(O, *))
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If ll^olks+l^ilUa + ll/CO,-)!U^2.

Differentiating the firstequation of (10.1) /―2 times with respect to t and

restrictingf=0, we get the linear equation with respect to uj} /S:3. So, we can

easily prove the following by induction on ?'^3.

Lemma 10.2. There exists a small positive constant d^d2 such that the

equations:

Uj(x) = Vj(x, Di<fio(x), D^faix), (Dj~zf)(0, x)), j^2,

hold for some 3T functions Vjwith vlx, 0)=0 // ||^oll≪,,2+!l0il|oo,i+ !|/(O, -)＼＼ooSd3.

Applying Theorem Ap. 4 in Appendix II to the representation of uj(x) given

in Lemma 10.2, we can easily show the following.

Lemma 10.3. Let (fi0,<pi and f be the same as in (10.1) ujt ;^2, be the same

as in (10.2) and d3 the same as in Lemma 10.2. // ||0olU.2+ll0ilki + ll/(O, 0L^4

then the inequalities:

WUjWv.N^ap, j, N)U0o＼＼P,N +j+＼＼fr＼＼P,N+j-l+ ＼＼(DJ+N-2f)(O, -)llp]

hold for any integers N^O and /Si2 and p with lSt^°°.

In view of Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3, we introduce the compatibility condition

for the problem (P) as follows.

Definition 10.4. Let d3 be the same as in Lemma 10.2 and N an integer

2^2. We shall say that <j)0{x),<f>i(x)and f(t,x) satisfy the N-th order compati-

bilitycondition if </>,,,<ftiand / satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) H0olL,+ ||0,lki+ ll/(O,-)＼USds,

(ii) The functions 60, 61 and uAx) = vj(x,Di<pa(x),D^frix), (^"2/)(0, x)),j=2,

, N, vanish on dQ, where vh ;^2, are the same as in Lemma 10.2

§11. Smoothing operator.

In this section, we shall define a smoothing operator which will be needed

to define our iteration scheme. Choosing 6{x)^S{Rn), (p(t)^S(R1) so that

(11.1)

＼ <f>{x)dx-l,
[

xa6(x)dx=0, ＼a＼>l,

c&(0=0 if ^<0,
f

<b{t)dt=l,
＼

tjMt)dt=O, i^O
JK1 JR1

If 6 is the inverse Fourier transformation of a C (Rn) function which is 1 near
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the origin, <fisatisfies all the conditions (11.1) about ^. The existence of a

function such as <p follows immediately from Boas' theorem (cf. [19]).

Since the boundary of Q is compact, via local map, by using Seeley's exten-

sion theorem ([17]), we can show the existence of a function u' defined on

[0, oo)xi?" for any function u defined on [0, oo)xi2 satisfying the following

properties:

u'(t,x)=u(t, x) on [0, oo)xQ,

(11.2)
＼u'＼'p,k,NSC(p,k, N)＼u＼p,k,N,

for any p with l^^^oo, non-negative real number k and non-negative integer

N. Furthermore, if d{u(0, x)=Q, j=0, 1, ･■-,N, we can construct an extension

u' of u such that u' satisfies(11.2) and the conditions: d{u'(0, x)=0, j=0, 1,

･■･,N (N is a non-negative integer).

Using such an extension u' of u, we define the smoothing operator S{d)u,

0^1, by

(11.3) S(d)u =
V[

6n+1<p(d(x-y))4>(6(t-s))u'(s,y)dsdy
JoJRn

Of course, S(6) depends on the manner of extensions of functions,but the manner

of extensions is independent of functions. So, when we define S(6), we fix the

manner of the extension of functions. The followincrfacts are valid.

Lemma 11.1. Let 6^1, k^O, p be a real number with l^p^oo and N, M

non-negative integers. Let S(d) be a smoothing operator defined by (11.3). Then,

following three assertions are valid.

(i) For any u with ＼u＼p,k,N^°°

＼S(d)u＼p,k,N^C(p, k, N)＼u＼p,k,N) (diS(d)u)(O, x)= 0 for any i^O.

(ii) For any u<eCn([O, co)xQ) with ＼u＼p,kiN<cor

＼(l-S(6))u＼p,k,0£C(p,k, N)d-N＼u＼p,k,N.

(iii) // M>N~2tO, for any mgC"([O, oo)xi2) satisfying the conditions: ＼u＼p,k,N

<≪3 and (3|m)(0,x)=0, /=0, 1, ･･･,N-l

＼S(d)u＼v,k,M^C(p, k, N, M)dM-N＼u＼v,k,N.

Proof. (I) The assertion(i) followsimmediately from differentiationunder

the integral sign and the fact that 0(0=0 when t<0.

(ii) When (if,x)e[0, co)xQ, from Taylor series expansion, (11.1) and (11.2),we

obtain
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a-s(d))u=＼＼

x ■

Since the inequality

(11.4)

2 COt 1
+ Us

J0J/2J

AH

i＼a＼
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JRn

(dldrii

Jo M≪l+i= Ar

)(t― psd ＼ x ― pyd 1)(f)(s)(j>(y)＼dpdy ―Il-＼rl2

a+t)/a+t-pse^)^2

holds if s^dt/2 and 0^p<,l, applying (11.4) to IU we have

(11.5) ＼h＼P,k,^C(pr k, L)d-N＼u＼'Plk,N.

Next, since #2:1 and (p(s)(ES(R1), we have that

(11.6) ＼di<p(s)＼^C(k, N, z)(l+0"*(l+|s|)-(^+2>

if dt/2^s^0t. So, applying (11.6) with i=0 to Is,

(11.7) ＼h＼P,k,o^C(p, k,N)d-!f＼uf＼'p.0.rr.

Combining (11.2), (11.5) and (11.7), we obtain the assertion (ii).

(iii) By differentiation under the integral sign and integration by parts, we obtain

(11.8)
cdt r

x(dlMu')(t-sd-＼ x-yd-^dsdy

for any / and multi-index a with j-＼-＼a＼=M,where / and /3 are some number

and multi-index satisfying the conditions: l-＼-＼fi＼―N, O^jS^a and OsS/fS/.

Applying (11.4) with p ―l and (11.6) with i―j―l to (11.8)in the manner similar

to the proof of (ii),we obtain the assertion (iii)from (11.2), which completes the

proof.

§12. Construction of an iteration scheme.

Let m be a positive large integer given in Main Theorem, data <j>0,<px

and / for (P) satisfy m-th order compatibility condition. Let m/jc), j^2, be

functions defined in Definition 10.4 for <fi0,(px and /. Choosing p^^C^iR1) so

that p(t)=l if U|^l/2 and =0 if U|^l, we put

(12.1) v(t,x)= (2,%ouj(x)t>/j＼)p{t), where Ko=0o, wi= 0i.

From Lemma 10.2, Definition 10.4 and (10.2) we obtain

(12.2) diU-m+dt-J)v+F(t, x, Av))l＼t=o=0, for /=0, 1, -■-,m-2.

If u is a solution of (P), putting
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u(t,x)―v{t,x)-＼-w(t,x),

we have that wit, x) satisfiesthe following eauation:

(12.4)

where

(12.5)

Xw+G(t, x, Aw)=g

w=0

in S),

on 3)'

WO, x)= (dtw)(O, x)=O In Q

G(t,x, Aw)=^O―r){d＼F){t, x, Av+rAw)(Aw, Aw)dr
Jo

£w = (d2t+dt-J)w+(diF)(t, x, Av)Aw

g = f-{{d＼+dt-A)v+F(t, x, Av)).
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In particular,it follows from (12.2) that

(12.6) ^e^-1

if <f>0,<f>iand / satisfy the conditions stated in Main Theorem. Therefore, we

may solve the equation (12.4) under the assumption that g satisfiesthe condition

(12.6),in order to show the existence of solutions of (P).

To end this section, we give an iteration scheme to solve the equation (12.4),

following Klainerman [5]. First, by w0 we denote the solution of the following

equation:

(12.7)

-Cwo=g

W0 = 0

m S),

on 3)

Wo(0, x) = (dtw0)(Q, x)=0 in Q

We define wv, p^l, successively by

(12.8) wp=Wp-1 + wp-1 = '£PolWj-i-wo

We must define wh j^O. For this,first of all, we introduce some notations.

Let S(-) be a smoothing operator defined in §11, and 6 a large positive fixed

numhfir ">1 Puf

(12.9) Spw=S(0p)w, OP = O*.

We definelinearoperatorsLp, pl^Q,by

(12.10) Lpw = Xw+(dxG)(t, x, SpAwp)Aw

and errorterms e'p,e% and ep by
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(12.11)
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e'p= (dxG)(jt, x, Awp)Aivp ―(dxG)(.t, x, SpAwp)Awp,

e'p= G(,t, x, Aivp+i) ―G{t, x, Awp) ―{dxG){t, x, Awp)Awp

ep = e'p-＼-ep.

We definethe summation Ep, p^O, of errorterms by

(12.12) Ep^Xf-tej, P^l, ^o=O.

Finally,we put

go= ―S0[_G(t,x, Awo)~],
(12.13)

Now, let us define wv, p^O, by the solutionof the following linear equation:

(12.14)

Lpwp~gv

w p―0

in S),

on S)

wp(0, x) = (dtWp)(Q, x)=0 in Q.

In particular, we have from (12.10)-(12.14) that

(12.15) Xwp+1+G(t, x, Awp+1)=g+a-Sp)G(t, x, Awo)+(l-Sp)Ep+ep.

We shall show the following in § 14 below.

Lemma 12.1. Let m be an integer ^2. Put /3=max[2[n/2]+7J m―1], L =

2/3+ 1 and m=L+2[n/2]+8. Assume that the assumptions l°-4° stated in Intro-

duction hold. Then there exist a sufficiently small positive constant <50and a large

positive constant d(m) depending on m having the following properties: for any

5 with 0^5^(50, if <j>a,<fiiand f are data for (P) satisfying the m-th order com-

patibility condition and the condition:

ll9)oll2,2m+S+[n/2]+llyilU,2m +2+[n/2]"T|/ |2,q(n),2m +l+Cn/2]

+ ff(w)[||^oll1.*+2+||^il|1.ft+i+|/li,i>ft:^5/d(m),

then there exists a solution Wj^E of the equation (12.14) such that

(i) M^lM.i+l^lu,,,!^/^ if O^L^L,

(ii) ＼AibiU v(n),L^d0JP+L if O^L^L.

Here dim) and d0 will be definedin §14
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§13. Some lemmas to estimate non-linear term.

Throughout this section, F, G and v are the same as in §12. In this section,

we shall give some lemmas which are needed in order to estimate G(t, x, Aw),

the error terms e'p,e'J,and the coefficientsof the operator Lp. First, we shall

give a lemma needed to estimate the coefficientsof the operator Lp. For this

purpose, we define the coefficientsvectors J.'{t,x, AU) and Jt(t,x, AU) by

Jl% x, AU) = (aj(t,x, AU), j=0, 1, -, n;

(13.1) aij(t,x, AU), i,j=l, ■■■,n; bj(t,x, AU), j=0, ■･■,n),

Jl(t,x, AU)^{Ji'{t, x, AU), c(t,x, AU)),

where aj, ali,bj, c are defined by the following formulae:

(13.2) (dxG)(t, x, AU)AW=^J^aj(t, x, AU)djdtW-j:zJ=1a'lj(t, x, AU)didjW

+T3~ob% x, AU)djW+c(t, x, AU)W.

Of course, without loss of generality, we may assume that aij=aii. We have

Lemma 13.1. Assume that the assumption l°-4°in Introduction are fulfilled,

that all semi-norms appearing below are finite and that | vlv|≪,o,o+M^'l≪,.p(ra),o=l.

Then, the following five assertions are valid.

(i

(ii

(ill

(Iv

(v

)

)

)

)

)

M(-, AU)UPinhLSC(L)Z＼AUUPW,L+＼AvUo.il.

If 3^nS4, |c(-, ^)U.a(≫,.^C(^)CMf/U.,(n).i+Mi;U.o.J.

If 3^n^4, ＼JL＼-,AU)U,illi0+＼c{- , AU)＼2,uo^CUAU＼2,o,o+＼AU＼2,m,ol

＼(diF)(-, Av)UqW.L^C(L)＼AvUo,L.

＼(dxF)(-, Av)＼2,U0^C＼Av＼2,<),0.

Proof. Since dxF{t, x, 0)= 0, (iv) and (v) follow immediately from Theorem

Ap. 3 in Appendix II. We may write symbolically

(13.3) (d-AG)(t, x, AU)AW=^r{＼-
Jo

+2f

Jo

r){d＼F)(t,x, Av+rAU)dr(AU, AU, AW)

{＼-r)(d＼F)(t,x, Av+rAU)dr(AU, AW).

In view of (13.3),we may write symbolically

(13.4) Jl(jt,x, AU)=Vr(＼-r)(d＼F)(t,x, Av-＼-rAU)dr{AU,AU)
Jo

+2＼＼l-r)(d＼F)(t,x, Av+rAU)drAU.
.0
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Applying Theorem Ap. 2 in Appendix I and Leibniz's formula to (13.4),we have

the assertion (i). If 3^n^4, we may write symbolically

(13.5) (dxG)(t, x, AlDAW^ril-rXdlFW, x, Av+rAU)dr(AU, AU, AW)
Jo

+2＼＼l-r)(d＼F1)(t,x, Av + rAU)dr(AU, AW) + (d＼F9){t,x, Av)(AU, AW)
Jo A

+
K{l-r)＼d＼FM,

^, Av + rAU){AU, All, AW)dr.
jo

It thus follows from (13.2) and (13.5) that

(13.6) k(--, AU)Uqln).L^[＼(dW)(-, Av+rAU)(AU, AU)＼^.qW,Ldr
Jo

+ ＼d＼Ft(-,Av)AU＼^q(nhL.

Since the fact that (djF2)(t,x, Av) = 0 if t>＼ follows from the facts that

(d＼F2){t,x, 0)=0 and that v= 0 (cf. (12.1)),noting that 2p(n)^q(n) and that

My|co,o,o+Mt/|≫,p(n),o^l and applying Theorem Ap. 2 and Leibniz's formula

to (13.6),we have the assertion (ii). Finally,it follows from (13.5) that

(13.7) M'(-- AU)＼.llt.*+＼c(~',AmU,,

^c[jj(d2F)(-, Av+rAU)(AU, AU)＼2.liOdr

+
Jj(rfJF1)(-,

Av+rAU)AU＼,,m,0dr+＼(djF2)(---, Av)AU＼i,1,0]

Since (d＼F?){t,x, Av)^Q if t>l, noting that p(n)>l and that |yl[7|≪,iP(n),o^l,we

obtain the assertion (iii) easily from (13.7). This completes the proof of the

lemma.

Now, we introduce the following notation which will be needed in order to

estimate e'p. We put

(13.8) e'{0, AU, AW)=(dxG)(t, x, AU)AW-{dxG)(t, x, S(6)AU)AW).

Here S{0), 0^1, is the smoothing operator defined by (11.3). We have

Lemma 13.2. Assume that all semi-norms appearing below are finite, that the

assumptions l°-4°in Introduction are fulfilled and that ＼/f£/U,p(n),o+ M^U.o.o^l-

Then the following two assertions are valid.

(i) For any integer L^O,

＼e'{6, AU, AW)＼2,q(nhL

£C(L)Ua~S(0))AU＼^p(n).L(＼AW＼2,o,o+＼AW＼2,m,o)
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+ ＼a-S(6))AUUPlnU＼AW＼t,o,L+＼AW＼s.llz,L)

+(＼Av＼oo,0,L+＼AU＼^pin),L)

x{|(l-S(@))^t7U,p(B),o(MW/|2,o,o+|/lW/!2,1/2,o)}].

(ii) // 3^nfS4, for any integer L^O,

wad, au, aw)＼u1iL

SC(L)Ua-S{8))AUU,o,L＼AWUo.o+＼a-S(e))AU＼2.0.0＼AWUo.L

M＼AU＼eB,0.L+＼Av＼oo,0.L)＼a-S{8))AUU0.o＼AWU0.0

+ ＼a-S{8))AU＼i,lli.L＼M＼i.llt.0+＼a-S(8))Zu＼2.ll2,0＼AW＼2,lli,L

+(M£/|-.o.L+Mi;L.,lL)|(l-S(c))i£7|,.1,,1ol^Wr|,.i/,..].
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Proof, (i) First we assume that n^5. Applying (13.3) to (13.8), we may

write symbolically

(13.9) e'(6, AU, AW)

=
[1fV2(l-r)(d1F)(f,

x, Av+rS(6)AU+sr(l-S(0))AU)drds
Jojo

X(AU, AU, a-S(6))AU, AW)

+ (V(l-r)(d!F)(/,
x, Av+rS{6)AU)dr[_{{lS(@))AU, AU, AW)

Jo
+(S(8)AU, (1-S(6)AU, AW)1

+2＼1[ra-r)(d＼F)(it,x, Av+rS(6)AU+sr(l-S(d))AU)drds
Jojo

X{AU, (1-S(8))AU, AW)

+2[＼l-r)(dtFx)(t,x, Av+rS(6)AU)dr{(l-S(6))AU, AW).
Jo

Noting that p(n)=q(n), n~^5,and that MvU,o,o+M^Up(≫),o^1 and applying

Leibniz's formula, Theorems Ap. 2 and Ap. 3 and Lemma 11.1―(I)to (13.9),we

obtain the assertion (i) when n^5.

Next, we assume that 35Sn^4. It follows from the assumption 4°in Intro-

duction that

(13.10)
＼＼l-r){d＼F)(t,

x, Av+rS(e)AU)dr((l-S(0))AU) AW)
Jo

=
[1(l-r)(d2F1)a,

x, Av+rS(8)AU)dr((l-S(6))AU+AW)
Jo ■*

+(dW-z)(t,x, Av)(a-S(9))AU, AW)

+ [＼l-r)*{d3iFi)(t,x, Av+rS(0)AU)dr(S(O))AU, (l-S(0))AU, AW).
Jo
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Noting that {djF2)(t,x, Av) = 0 if t^l, that MvUo.o+M^Upoo.o^I and that

p(n)-＼-― = q(n) (3^n5S4), and applying Leibniz's formula, Theorems Ap. 2 and

Ap. 3 to (13.9) and (13.10),we obtain the assertion (i) when 3^.n^4.

(ii) Using Leibniz's formula, Theorems Ap. 2 and Ap. 3, the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality, and the fact that h(n)>l, we have

2＼1[1＼r(l-r)(d3xF)(-,Av + rS(6)AU+sraS(0))AU)drds
Jojo

x{AU, (1-S(8))AU, AW)＼U1,L

^C(L)[(l+Mf/|00.o.L+Mz;U,o,i)M£/U.P(n,,0|(l-S(c)MC7|2,o.oM^U.o

+ ＼AUUPlnht＼a-S(6))AU＼2,0,o＼AWUo,o

+ ＼AUUP(n),0＼a-S(.6))AU＼i,<i.L＼AW＼2.o.o

+ ＼AUUPW,o＼a-S(0)AUUo.o＼AW＼i,o,L]t

rid-rMfFJC-,
Av+rS(6)AU)dr(a-S(6))AU, AW)＼UUL

^c(L)ta+＼M~.o,L+＼Auuo.L)＼a-smAu＼2.m.0＼Aw＼s.l/2.o

+ ＼a-sm^u＼i,Ui,L＼Aw＼s,1,i.o+＼a-s(e))Au＼i.ll2.o＼Aw＼i,1(i.Li-

We can estimate other parts of (13.9) and (13.10) in the same manner. So,

noting that (d＼F2){t,x, Av)=0 if t^l and that ＼AU＼<K,iPin),o-＼-＼Av＼tx>,p<n),o^l,we

obtain the assertion (ii). Q. E. D.

Finally,in order to estimate the error term e'p,we introduce the following:

(13.11) e"(AU, AW)=G(t, x, AU+AW)-G(t, x, AU)-{d,G){t, x, AU)AW.

Using Taylor series expansions, we may write symbolically

e"{AU, AW)=W(dxG){t, x, AU+sAW)AW-(dxG)(t, x, AU)AW}ds.
Jo

Thus, in the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 13.2, we can show the

following lemma. We omit the proof.

Lemma 13.3. Assume that allsemi-norms appearing below are finite,thai the

assumptions l°-4°in Introduction are fulfilledand that

|/ft;U.o.o^i/2, MtfkP(B,,o^l/4, |/WkP(n),0-Sl/4.

Then the following two assertionsare valid.
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For any integerL^O,

＼e"UU, AW)＼Z:q(nhL

SC{L){＼Av＼^,L+＼AU＼<x>,v{n),L+＼AW＼^v{n),L)＼AW＼ca,nn),*

X(|#|!,,,,+ |^lu/.,o)

+ ＼AW＼^pin),L(＼AW＼2,0,Qi-＼AW＼2,ll2,0)

+ ＼AWUPlnhL(＼AW＼t,o,o+＼AW＼t,ll2,o)

+ ＼AW＼ca,pinh0(＼AW＼t,(i,L+＼AW＼2,in,L)-l.
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(Ii) // 3fSnfg4, for any integer L^Q,

＼e"{AU, AW)＼i.i,l

^aL)UAW＼2,≫,L＼AW＼2,o,o-V＼AW＼2,m,L＼AW＼2,m,o

+(＼AvU0r + ＼AUU.plny.L+＼AW＼n.pW,L)(＼AW＼s≪0+＼Zw＼t.ll2,0yi

§ 14. Proof of convergence of the iteration scheme.

In this section, we shall prove Lemma 12.1. Throughout this section, we

use the notations defined in §§12 and 13. Since it follows from Theorem Ap. 3,

Lemma 10.3 and Sobolev's inequality that

＼(d,F)(--, Av)UPinhl

SC(F, ≪)[i!^olkm + 4 +[n/2]+||0ilkm + 2+[n/2]+ I / I 2,0,m + 2+[re/2]],

there exists a small positive number <?i such that

(14.1) ＼(d,F)(-, Av)U,^dJ2, ＼{dxF){--, Av)UPin)tl^l/2

if ||§5olls,ft+*+nn/a+ll^ill2.A+8+cn/B]+l/U,o,i!i+8+cii/z]^5i. This fact guarantees the

hyperbolicity of the operator X (cf. Assumption 7.1 and the condition (7.3)). We

have

Lemma 14.1. Let d be a positive number fSmin(l, di) where dx is the same

as in (14.1). Let d(m)>l be a large number which will be defined by (14.4)

below. If data <p0, (pi and f for (P) satisfy the fh-th order compatibility con

dition and

ll^olU, 2m + 3+ C≫/2]~r"ll^lll2,2j!i+ 2+[7j/2]4"
I / I

2,q( 71),2m +l+[a/2]

+ or(≪)[|l9iolli,ft+8+ll^illi.ft+i+|/|i,1,A]^5Mm),

then there exists one and only one solution wo^Em of the equation (12.7) satisfying
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the estimates:

M^o|2,O,OT-2+MU/'o|2,l/2,m-2<^ ,
MWoU,p(n),m-2<^

･

Proof. First, we note the following estimates: if all semi-norms appearinj

below are finite

＼g＼p,k,L^C{p, k, L)[_＼f＼Pi k,L+＼＼<po＼＼P,ik+ 2+L+＼＼(pl＼＼p,m +l + l+＼f＼p,O,m + Ll,

(14.2)

＼(dxF)(--- , Av)＼p,0,L^C(L, />)[||0ol|p,ft + 2+ L+!l$Mp,≪ + l +£+l/ll>.O.ft + L],

for any p with l^pS.00, real number k^Q and integer L^O. In fact, (14.2

follows immediately from Theorem Ap. 5 and the facts that F(t, x, 0)=0 anc

that (dxF)(t, x, 0)=0. Since it follows from (14.1) and the facts that ≪5<<51 anc

d(m)>l that the operator X satisfies Assumption 7.1 and the condition (7.3), w(

obtain from Theorems 7.2 and 9.1 and (14.2) that

(14.3) Mli>oko,m-2+Mlfo|2,l/2,m-2

^C1(w)n/k3(n>.2ft-l+ll0olU.2ft +l+ll$Mkift

+ (l!^o|U,2m +
2+ll^llU,2m + l+l/U,O,2

)

X ( ! / |
2>3<n), m+

ll^olk
m + 2+

II01II2,
m +l)] ,

I SlWo ＼ao,p(n),L

^C2(m)[||0oll2,2m + l+||0lll2,2m+l/l2,g(re),2m-l

+ 0-(≪)(l/ll,l,A + ll0olll,m + 2+||0i||i,m +l)

+ (l|0olk2ft +
2+ll0ill=o.*ft + i+|/U.o.*)

X ( I / |2,9(71), m"HI 00 Ik m + 2"f" II01II2, m +l) ,

for some large positive constants Ci{m) and c2(m). Applying Sobolev's inequality

to (14.3) and noting that <5^1, we obtain that there exists a large positive number

d{m)>＼ such that

(14.4) MWoko,m-2+MWokl/2,m-2<0, Mu>oUp(≫),L<3,

if II00II2,
2m + S+[n/2]

+ ||0i||2,2m
+ 2+[re/2]

+ I / I
2,g(n), 2m + l+[re/2]

+
Cr(^)C

I/ I
1,1, m

+ ||0oll
1,m + 2

+

＼＼<f>Ai,m+{]H=;dId(m). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now, we shall prove Lemma 12.1 by induction on j. Thus, we assume that

CA.2] for pe^l, Wo, ･･', Wp-i, are alreay defined and all the statements of Lemma

12.1 are already proved for ivQ, ■･･, wp-x.

Under the assumption [A. 2], we shall prove that wp is also well-defined and the

assertions of Lemma 12.1 also hold for wn. Let r be a sufficiently small positive
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fixed number. In the course of the proof, all constants depending essentially on

L, m, x, n, 6 and /3 will be simply denoted by C and all constants depending on

L, for arbitrary non-negative integer L, will be denoted by CL, respectively.

The following lemma follows from Lemmas 11.1 and 14.1, Theorem Ap. 1,

the induction hypotheses [A. 2] and the fact that {0j}
j=o,i,z,...

is the geometric

series. The proof is essentially the same as in Klainerman [5, p. 79-p. 80] and

Shibata [18, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.11]. So, we omit the proof.

Lemma 14.2. Let the assumptions [A.I] and [A.2] be fulfilled. Put wj+1=

WoJr!-i{=QU)k> j―0> 1> ･･", P~-l- Then the following seven assertions are valid for

all 7 = 0, 1, ･-･, p ― ＼.

( i ) WjZeE .

(ii) ＼SjAwj＼i,o.L+＼SjAwj＼t.m,L^CL8dj!}+L if -P+L^t.

(iii) ISjAwjli.o.L+lSjAwjlz.n^Lt^Cd if ― fi^-L^―z.

(iv) ＼SjAwjUPin),LSCLddjP+L if -P + L^t.

(v) ＼SjAwj＼a,pW.L^CLddf+L if -p+L^-T.

(vi) ＼{l-Sj)AwJU,*.L+＼(l-S,)/LwJU.-Ui,L^Cd6-jt+L if O^L^L.

(vii) ＼a-Sj)AwjUPlnhL^Cddj^L if 0£L^L.

Now, we are going to estimate the error term ep. Since

MyU,oJo^C[||0olkm + 3+[n/2]+ll0lll2,m + 2+Cn/2]+ I / I 2,o,m +l+Cre/2]]

and since

I Av＼col0,m = C[|l0olk 2m + 3+[n/2]+ll^ill2,2m + 2+Cn/2]+ I / I 2,0,2m + l+Cn/2]] j

we obtain from Lemmas 14.1 and 14.2 that there exists a positive small number

≪32such that

＼Awj＼cpin).o^l/4 for O^j^p ― 1,

M^U,p(re),o^l/4 for 0^/^/>-l,

(14.5)

MfU,o,o^l/2,

＼Av＼^,o,rh^C8 for some positive constant C,

if the assumptions [A. 1] and [A. 2] and the following assumption hold:

[A. 3] II00II2,m + 3+[≪/2]+li<^llkm + 2+[ra/2:i+1/ I 2,0,m +l+[n/2] = <52･

Let e' and e" be the same as in (13.8) and (13.11), respectively. We have
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(14.6) e'j=e'(dj,Awj, Awj), e'j= e"{Awj,Awj)! e^ej+e'j.

The following lemma thus follows immediately from (14.5),(14.6) and Lemma:

13.2, 13.3 and 14.2.

LEMMA 14.3. Let the assumptions [A. 1],[A. 2] and [A. 3] be fulfilled. Then

the following three assertionsare valid for all j=Q, 1, ･･･,/>―1.

(i) e^ELr＼CL{3)).

(ii) ＼ej＼z,qW,L^C8"df'B+L if O^LSL.

(iii) ＼eAi,i.L^C§2d^+L if O^L^L and 3^n^4.

Now, we are going to estimate gp. For this purpose, we begin with

Lemma 14.4. Let the assumption [A. 1],[A. 2] and [A. 3] be fulfilled. Thet,

the following five assertions are valid.

(i) G(t, x, wo)&ELr＼CRm.

(ii) ＼G(-, Awo)＼2,q{n),L^C8* if 0<L^L.

(iii) |(1―SP)G(--, Awo)＼z,qW,L^Cd*d^+L if O^L^L,

Kl-Sp-OGO" , Awo)＼ZM,L^C5*d-p^+L if O^L^L.

(iv) |(SP-SP_1)G(- , ^w;o)U.,(≫),L^C38<9^+i ff LSgO.

(v) //3^n^4,

|G(-,
/l^l^.i^CS8

if O^L^L,

|(1-SP)G(-, Awo)＼1.1,o^Cdid?fi+z',

|(SP-SP_1)G(- , /f^U.x.o^C^p2^1.

Proof. (i) The assertion (i) followsimmediately from Lemma 14.1 and the

facts that Git, x, 0)=0 and that Aw^ELr＼C＼3)).

(ii) It follows from (12.5) that

(14.7) G(t,x, Awo)=[＼l-r)(dlF)(t,x, Av+rAwo)(Awo, Awo)dr

If n>3, noting that p(ri)―q(n) and applying Leibniz's formula and Theorem Ap.

2 to (14.7), we obtain from Lemma 14.1 and (14.5) that for O^L^L

＼G{-- , ylWo)l2,5(n),L^C[(l+MWoU,0,Z,)(MWol2,0,oMWoU,p(B),o)

+ ＼Awn＼o a r.＼Aw n＼oorXn-i.n+lAlVnl, o.a! A WQ L. ,(n).r.l^C8".
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If 3^n^4, It follows from the assumption 4°In Introduction that we may write

symbolically

(14.8) G(t, x, Awo) =
＼＼l-r)(dlF1)(t,

x, Av+rAwo)(Awc, AwQ)dr
Jo

+ iy(d＼F2)(t, x, Av)Aw0, Awo) +
＼＼i-mdiF2)

Jo

x(t, x, Av+rAwo)(Awo, Aw0, Awo)dr.

Since (dlF2)(t, x, Av)―Q if t^l, applying Leibniz's formula and Theorem Ap. 2

to (14.8) and noting that p(n) + -r-―q(n), p(n)>l and 0<<5fSl, we obtain from

Lemma 14.1 and (14.5) that for O^LsSL

|G("> , AWo)＼i,q(n),L

^C[(l+＼AWo＼co,0,L)＼AWo＼2,l/2,o＼AWo＼n.pln),o+＼AWo＼2,l/2,L＼Aw0＼aa,p<.n)lO

+ ＼Aw0＼2,1/z,0＼Aw0＼<xl,p(n),LJr＼Awo＼z,o,L＼Awo＼co,p(n),o

+ ＼AWo＼2,a,o＼Aw0＼c0,pin),L + (l+＼AWo＼oo,o,L)＼Aw0＼2,0,o(＼AWo＼ootP(n),o)2

+ ＼AlU0＼ 2i0,L(＼AlV0＼ oo,pl7l),o)2+＼Awo＼ 2,0,o＼Awo＼c, pin), L＼AlVo＼oo, pin),oli

SC82.

Thus, we have the assertion (ii).

(iii) It follows from Lemma 11.1 and the assertion (ii) just proved that

＼(l-Sp)G(-f Awo)＼,,q(n),o^CdpL＼G(-} Awo)＼2,q^,L^Cd"dfsCd'idp2^

|(1-SP)G(-, Awo)＼2,qin),^Cd2£Cd'6p"^L.

Here, we have used the fact that L =2/3 + 1 and dp^l. It follows from Theorem

Ap. 1 that for 0^L£L

(14.10) ＼DL(1-SP)G(--, Awo)＼2_q(n),o

^C(|(1-SP)G(-, Aw,)＼t,qln).o)l-lLlL>(＼a-Sp)G(-, Awo)＼2,q(n),L)LlL.

Combining (14.9) and (14.10), we have the first assertion of (iii).
iNoting

that

0p ― 6-dp-x, we have the second assertion in the same manner.

(iv) If L>L, we obtain the assertion (iv) from Lemma ll.l-(iii) and the second

inequality of (14.9). If O^L^L, noting that Sp~Sp^^=l-Sp^-(l~Sp), we

obtain the assertion (iv) from the assertion (iii) just proved.

(v) Applying Leibniz's formula, Theorem Ap. 2, and the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality to (14.8) and noting that p(n) + -r-=g(n) and that 0<d^=l, we obtain

from Lemma 14.1 and (14.5) that for 0<L<L
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(14.11) ＼G{-, /lM;o)li.i.L^CC(l+Mu;oU.o.i)(Mu;oU>i/8.o)2

+ (l+l/fWoU,o,t)MWoU, p(n),o(MWo|2,O,o)2~f-MlfoU,p(n,,L(!/lU'oU,O,o)2]

which shows the first assertion of (v). The other assertion of (v) are able to

be proved by using the first assertion of (v) just proved, Lemma 11.1 and Theo-

rem Ap. 2, in the same manner as before. This completes the proof.

Next, we estimate the summation Ep of error terms ejy j=0, ■･■,p ―l.

Lemma 14.5. Let the assumptions [A. 1]-[A.3] be fulfilled. Put Ep ―'Ej=01ej,

p^l. The following nine assertions are valid.

( i ) Ev<=ELr＼CL(£)).

( ii ) ＼Ep＼t,qw.L^Cd*O-*e+L

(

(

(

(

Hi) ＼Ep＼2,q(nhL^Cd*

iv) ＼Ev＼l.l,L^OStO?fi+L

v) ＼Ep＼ltl.L^Cda

vi)

if O^L^L, L-2iS>r.

if L-2i3<-r.

if O^L^L, L-2/3>r, 3^n^4.

if L-2B<―r, 3^n^4.

＼a-sp.1)Ep＼i.qln),L^cdie-piP+L, ＼a-sp)Ep＼2,q(nhL^cd2d-p^+L

if (KL^L

(vii) ＼a-Sp-1)Ep＼1.1.L^Cd*0-p*fi+L,

＼a-Sp)Ep＼1,1,L^Cd20p^+L if OSL^L, 3^n^4.

(viii) ＼(Sp-Sp-1)Ep＼2,q(n),L^Cd*dp*P+L for any L^O if 3^n^4.

(ix ) |(SP-Vi)£pki.o^C520p^ if 3Sn£A.

Proof. The assertion (i) follows immediately from Lemma 14.3. The

assertions (ii)-(v) follows from Lemma 14.3 and the fact that {6j}j=o,i,2-'lsa

geometric series. In the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 14.4, we can

show the assertions (vi)-(ix). So, we omit the proof. Q. E. D.

From (12.13),Lemmas 11.1, 14.3, 14.4 and 14.5 we obtain

Lemma 4.6. Let the assumptions [A. 1]-[A.3] be fulfilled. Then,

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

＼g＼W).L^CLdidp*li +t

Igpli.i.^cd'e??

for any L^O.

if 3^n^4.
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(iv) goeE°°.

(v) ＼g,U,qW,L^CLd*d-^+L for any 1^0.

(vi) |£oki.o^C580o2" if3£n^4.

Now, we shall estimate wp by using Theorems 7.2 and 9.1. For this purpose,

first of all, we have to examine if the operator Lj satisfies Assumption 7.1 and

the conditions (7.3), (9.2) and (9.2)'. Since

Ljw^{d＼+dt-A)w-＼-{dxF){f7 x, Av)Aw+(dxG)(t, x, SjAwjAw,

we represent the last term symbolically in terms of coefficient vectors Jl' and c

defined by (13.1) and (13.2) as follows:

(dxG){t, x, SjAwj)Aw=Ji＼t, x, SjAiVj)Aw + c(t, x, SjAwj)w .

Therefore, combining Lemmas 13.1, 14.1 and 14.2 and (14.5), we obtain

Lemma 14.7. Let the assumptions [A. 1]-[A. 3] be fulfilled. Put

J.j=(Jl'(t, x, SjAwj), c(t, x, SjAwj)).

Let dx be the same as in Theorem 7.1. Then there exists a small positive constant

d3 such that if 0^5^<53 then the following eight assertions are valid for all

J=0, 1, -,p.

( i ) ＼dxF){-, Av)＼c,,p(n),L+＼Jlj＼^p(n),L^CLddj^L if -,3 + L^r, L^m.

( ii ) ＼(diF)(-, Av)＼*,,p(nhL+＼Jlj＼oa,p(nhL^Cd if -iS + L^-r.

(iii) ＼{d,F){--, /lt/)|co.,<B,,i+M>U.p(B),1^l.

(iv) ＼{dxF){-, /^)ko,o+M,ko,o^1.

( v ) ＼{dxF){-, Av)U.li0+＼J.f{- , SjAw3)＼-iAi*,oJr＼c(-, SjAwMt^l.

( vi) ＼(dxF)(―, Av)＼s,qln).0+＼Jl'(- , SjAwj)＼co,pln),o+＼c(― , SjAwj)＼^q(nh0^l

if 3^n^4:

(vii) ＼(diF)(―, i4y)U.g{B)>A+M/(―, SjAwj)＼^pW,l+＼c(--- , SjAwdU.w.L

^CL50jP+L if -i8+L>r, Q^L^m and 3£n£4.

(viii) ＼(dxF)(---, Av)＼n,qW,L+＼J.'{-- , SjAwj)＼≪,,vin),L+ ＼c{―,SjAwj)＼oat(lW,L^Cc

if -/3+L^―r, 3^n^4.

It follows from Lemma 14.7 that the operator Lp satisfies Assumption 7.1

and conditions (7.3),(9.2) and (9.2)'. Thus, applying Theorem 7.2 with jj= p{n)―＼

and Theorem 9.1 to (12.14). we obtain from Lemmas 14.6 and 14.7 that
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＼Awp＼z.o.L+＼AwP＼i,lli,L^CLd*d-p2fi+t+i

＼Awp＼^0,LSCLo2dp^+L+2lnm+"

for O^Lrgl. Choose o4>0 so small that

(14.13) (54maxCL^l
oaisf

where CL is the same as in (14.12). Put

(14.14) (50=min(<5,, d2, 8$, <54)

where du o2, dz and o4 are the same as in (14.1),[A. 3], Lemma 14.7 and (14.13),

respectively. We obtain from (14.12)-(14.14)and the fact: /3^2[n/2]+7 that if

R<d^dn and

ll^olU,2m+8+[n/23+llRl!l2,2m+2+[n/2]H~1/ I2,q(n),2?n+l+Cn/2]

+ <T(n)(||^o||3,TO+2+ll^illl,m+l+|/li,i,ft)^(5/rf(w))

then

＼Awp＼z,%L+＼Awp＼%AI2,L^dd~/+L, ＼Awp＼^pw,LS8dP^+L

for Q^L^L, which shows that wp also satisfiesthe assertion of Lemma 12.1.

To complete the induction, it remains only to verify that w0 satisfiesthe

assertion of Lemma 12.1. In view of Lemmas 14.6 and 14.7, its proof follows

exactly as before. We have completed the proof of Lemma 12.1,just now.

§15. Proof of main theorem.

First, we shall prove the existence of solutions of (P). Since /3=max[m―1,

2[n/2]+7], it follows from Lemma 12.1 that there existsa function weCs(5))nSm

such that

(15.1) W ―^jLoWj+Wo,

(15.2) ＼Aw＼t,o,m-Z+＼Aw＼tiU2.m-2+＼Aw＼miP(n)in-t^Cd,

where C=2(20-l)/(0 ―1). Furthermore, we obtain from (12.7) and (12.14) that

(15.3) w = Q on W, w(0, x)= (dtw)(0, x)=0 in Q.

On the other hand, combining (12.15),Lemmas 14.3, 14.4 and 14.5, we have

(15.4) ＼Xw + G(---, Aw) ― g＼z,o,o^C＼ ＼w ― wp+1＼2,o,2

I
C1＼
{dxG){~-, Awp+1+6A(w―wp+1))dd(Aw―Awp+1)

Jo 2, 0, 0
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+ 1(1―SpXEpU.o.o+lepko.o+Kl―SP)G(~-, yiu'o)l2,o,oj
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^C(dd-p+d9-6-^p) for any p^Q.

It follows from (15.4) and the fact: w<eeC2(£)) (m^2) that Xw + G(t, x, Aw) = g

in S). Therefore, in view of §12, putting u = vJrw, we obtain that u is a

solution of (P), which completes the proof of the existence of solutions of (P).

Next, we shall prove the uniqueness theorem. For this purpose, we begin

with

Lemma 15.1. Let R and T be any positive numbers with R>r0 (cf. Notations)

and n be a large fixed number with //^2(n + l). Put

F-{(x, t); jtefi, ＼x＼^R+fi(T-t), O^t^T}.

Let a.j,y=0, ･･･, n, dij, i, j ―1, ■■･,n, bj, /=0, ･･■,n, c be real valued C1^)

functions such that

(15.5) J2= sup ＼(dj,j=0, ■■■,n, aiJ} i, j=l, ･･･, n, bj} j―0, ■■･,n, c)|^l/2,
it,I)6f

(15.6) atj^aji.

Let us define a linear operator X by

// weC2(£D) satisfies the equations:

Xu^O in F,

(15.7) u = Q on [0, TlxdQ,

u(Q, x)~(dtu)(0, jc)=O in Qr+^t {cf. Notations),

then u=0 in F.

Proof. We prove the lemma by well-known energy method. It follows

from the fact ^2(n+l)

(15.8) LnQ(l+a0)~j:f==1njajJdtuy-~-2＼:"E2j-inJ(dij+aij)diu'}dlu

+ n0 Xij-iidij+aijdiudjii

^nQ{a-^)(dtu)2-2ft^(n+Jl)＼Diu＼＼dtu＼+a~-Jl)＼D1xu＼2}^Q

if ＼x＼―R+pt{T―t), O^t^T, where we have put

no=iu(l+/£2)-1/8, nj^XjQxia+ft*)1'*)-1, j=l, - , n.

Noting (15.6), we have the identity:
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(15.9) Xu-dtu=^dt[_(l + a0)(dtuY+j:^1(8ij+aij)diudju^

+ -2?l?=idJZaJ(dtuy]-Yl?i^dl(dii+aij)diudtul

[{jT,?=odjaj-a +
bo)}(dtu)z-'EUW=idjatj+bi)diudtu

-ySMo＼aij)diudjU ―cudtu .

Now, we introduce the following notations:

Pin, U)={{t, x); xelQ, ＼x＼^R+ft(T-t), t^t^t,}

for any t0,U with O^to<t1^T,

G(t)={xtEQ, ＼x＼^R+fi(T-t)} for any t with Q^t^T.

Integrating (15.9) over 7^(0,s), we have by the divergence theorem and (15.5),

(15.7),(15.8) and (15.9) that

(15.10) f {(dtu(t,xW+lDUit, x)V)dx

JGU)

^2j

0(t)
{(! + <*,(*,xWtu{t, x))2+S?;=i(^i+afja, x))diU(t,x)dju(t>x)}dx

^cJlX＼ {@Ms, x))z-}-＼D1xu(s,x)|2+w(s, xf}dsdx
JOjO(i)

for some constant c depending only on p. and n. Here, we have put

<Ai=
sup KD'aj, ;=0, ■･･,n, Dlaih i, j=l, ■■■,n, bh j=0, ■■■n, c)|+l.

(t.Def

For any t0,tx with O^to<ti^T, let us put

E(t0,U)= sup
f

G(s)

i(dtu(s,xW+lDluis, x)＼*}dx

We have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalitythat

(15.11)
JG(s)

s,

1

oj

rsr
x)＼*dx<A

JoJ G(s)

s＼(dtu)(r,x)＼zdrdx

＼(dtu){r, x)＼2drdx^s*E(O, s)

G(r)

Here, we have used the fact that G(r)ZDG(s) if O^r<s^T. Combining (15.10)

and (15.11), we have

(15.12) £(0,t)̂ cJLid + T2)tE(0,t).

If we choose a positive number tn so small that cJ.,(l+ T2)tn<l/2, we have bv
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(15.12) that £(0, 0=0 for O^t^U, which implies that u=0 in T(0, t0). Replacing-

0 by t0 and t0 by 2t0 and repeating the argument just mentioned, we have that

w=0 in r(tQ, 2t0). A finite number of iterations of this argument implies that

u=0 in F(0, T)=F. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now, we shall show the uniqueness theorem by using Lemma 15.1. Let u,

v be C3{3)) solutions of (P) satisfying

(15.13) Mal.,,,,^.

Here dx is a positive constant determined later. Put w ―u―v. By Taylor series

expansion, we have

(15.14)

(d2t+dt-J)w +
[＼dxF)(t,

x, 6Au + a-0)Av)d0Aw=O in 3)
Jo

iv=0

u/(0, x) = (dtu/)(0, x)=0

on 9

In Q.

First,we shallprove u~v in [0,l]xJ2. For thispurpose,we may

m/=0 in {(t,x); ＼x＼^R+fz(l-t),x^Q, O^^l} for any R>r0. If

^, so small that

show that

we choose

(15.15) ||m(0,･)IU..+ll(3t≪)(0,･)IU.i+ ll/(O,OlU^d,,

where f--={d＼Jrdt―A)u+F{t, x, Au) and d2 Is the same as in (10.5),we have by

(10.5) that

(djv)(O,x)= (d*tu)(0,x)=v(x, D%u(0, x), Dlu(0, x), /(0, x)).

This implies

(15.16)

v{t, x) = u(O, x)+[＼dtv)(s, x)ds,
Jo

(dtv)(t, x) = (dtu)(Q, x) +
＼＼d*tv)(s,

x)ds
Jo

(3?y)(f, x)=(3fM)(0, x)+r(3?y)(s, x)t/s
Jo

For any t0,tt with 0^0<£i^l, let us put

f(to, fi)={(f,x); x^Q, ＼x＼^R+[i{X-t), U^t-^U)

where a is the same as in Lemma 15.1. Put

(15.17) p sup ＼(Av)(t, x)＼

it,Defio,!)

It follows from (15.13), (15.16) and (15.17) that
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sup

(s, x)BF(0, t)

＼(Av)(s, x)＼^tp + c(n)8

for some constant c(n) depending only on n. On the other hand, since d^F(t, x, 0)

―0, we can choose o2 small so that

(15.19) d)F{t, x, x)|^l/2 if (t, x)^S), U|^<52,

Therefore, if we choose bx and ta so small that

(15.20) c{n)dl^dz/2, pto^32/2,

we have by (15.13),(15.18) and (15.19) that

(15.21)
["dxFfJ,x, dAu+(l-0)Av)dd＼^l/2

iJo

for (t, x)Gf(0, U). Since u, v(eCs(W),
^diFit,

xs QAu + {X-6)Av)ddeC'(i2)). By
Jo

this and (15.21) we have that the linear operator d!+3£―J+＼ d-AF(t,x, 6Au-＼-

{l ― 6)Av)dd satisfies all conditions in Lemma 15.1. So, applying Lemma 15.1 to

(15.14), we have that w = u―v=0 in F(0, to). In particular, u(t0, x)=v(t0, x),

(dtu)(t0, x) = (dtv)(tOf x), and {dztu)(t0,x) = (9|y)(?0, x). Replacing 0 by t0 and t0 by

2t0 and repeating the argument, we have that iy = M ―v=Q in
r(t0) 2t0) without

changing the choise of ox. Because, <5x depends only on dit c(n) and dz (cf.

(15.15) and (15.20)) and 52 depends only on F{t, x, A). A finite number of itera-

tions of this argument implies that w=v in F(0, 1). Since we can choose R

arbitrarily large, we have u ―v in [0, I]xi2. Since di depends only on d2, c(n)

and o2, we can show by repeated use of the argument just mentioned that u = v

in S) without changing the choice of dt. This completes the proof of the

uniqueness theorem.

APPENDIX

I. Interpolation inequality

Theorem Ap. 1 (Interpolationinequality). Let OClRn be a domain. Assume

that the boundary of O is compact and C , or ^R71'1, or that O=Rn. Assume

that all semi-norms appearing below are finite. Then, the following three assertions

are valid for any integers N and M with O^N^M and p with l^/>^co.

(ii) For any closedinterval 7= [a, b^dR1 (―co^a<6^°°),

＼D≫f＼0,v.J,o£C(＼f＼o.r,.i.0)1-t"'≫){＼f＼0.p.i.H)""1.
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(iii) For any non-negative real number k.

＼DNg＼o,P:kA^C{＼g＼o,P,,,^iNlM＼＼g＼o,P,k,u)NlM.

Here all the constants C are independent of the functions 6, f and g
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Proof. First, we shall prove the theorem In the case of O^=Rn. The

assertion (i) is the well-known classicalinterpolation inequality. Using a rep-

resentation theorem due to Muramatsu [10], we can show the following in the

same manner as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4 in Shibata [18].

(Ap.i) ＼Dllg＼''h^a＼s＼'i,.ay-^"lH＼M.k.M)NI1'

where ＼g＼^,kiN=sup (1+＼t＼)k＼＼DNg(t,-)＼＼p.If O satisfies the assumption of the

theorem, via local map, using an extension theorem due to Seeley [17], we can

the following three assertions.

(Ap.2) For any <j>defined on O, there exists <fifdefined of Rn such that <^= <^'in

O and ＼＼<p'＼＼fp.N^C＼＼$＼＼0.p.N.

(Ap. 3) For any f defined on IXO, there exists f defined on Rn+1 such that

f = f on IXO and ＼f'＼%.N^C＼f＼0,p,i,N.

(Ap. 4) For any g defined on [0, oo)xo. there exists g' defined on Rn+1 such that

g^g' on [0, co)x£? and ig'l'^k.N^Clglo.p.k,^

Here, if we fix the manner of the extension of functions, all the constants C

appearing in (Ap. 2)-(Ap. 4) depend essentially on only k, N, I, p and O but

independent of (j>, f and g. Combining (Ap. l)-(Ap. 4), we have the theorem,

which cnmnietes the nroof.

The following theorem is also proved in Shibata [18, Lemma 2.2.9]. We can

show it by using Theorem Ap. 1 and the following elementary inequality:

a-b<
ap

_l_

Q
where a, b'^0, l^p'S00 and

1
p

+ 1

Q

_ 1

Theorem Ap. 2. Let O be the same as in Theorem Ap. 1. Let the semi-

norms appearing below be finite. Let p, q, k, k' be real numbers with l^j),

gfgoo? k, k'^Q and I, I' be any dosed intervals in Rl and M, N, i, j be non-

negative integers with i^M and j^N. Then the following six inequalities hold.

1° Wp.H＼＼<p＼＼q.V^CU＼$＼＼p.i＼＼<p＼＼q.M+N-i+ ＼＼$＼＼p,X+lf-j＼＼&＼＼qjl.

2° ＼＼$＼＼p,M＼f＼<i,I,N^C[_＼＼<fi＼＼p,i＼f＼q,I.3I+N-i+ ＼＼<p＼＼p,M+N-Af＼q.I.j]-

3° ＼＼$＼＼p,M＼f＼q,k,N^Cn＼&＼＼p,i＼f＼q,k,X+N-i+ ＼＼<f>＼＼v.M+N-j＼f＼q,k,jl-
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4° ＼f＼p,l,u＼g＼q,I'.ff^CUf＼p,I.i＼g＼q.J'.M+N-i+ ＼f＼p,
I.M+N-j

＼g＼q,
/',;]･

5 ＼f＼v,l.M＼g＼q,k.X^(X.＼f＼v,I,i＼g＼q,k,M+N-i~ic＼f＼i>,I,M+N-j＼g＼<i,k,j}<

6° ＼f＼v,k,n＼g＼q,k',N^C[_＼f＼p,k,i＼g＼q,k',M+N-iJr＼f＼p^,M+N--j＼g＼q,k',i]-

Here all the constants C appearing in l°-6°are independent of <f>,i[>,f and g and

we have omitted the index O in semi-norms.

II. Moser's lemma

Using Theorem Ap. 1 and the well-known technique essentially due to Moser

[9], we have the following theorem (see also Klainerman [5, Lemma 5.1] and

Shibata [18, Lemma 5.12]).

Theorem Ap. 3. Let 0 be the same as in Theorem Ap. 1. Let u = (uu ■■■,us)

with u;gC"([0, oo)xO), j=l, ■■■,s, and | m|o,≪,o,o^1. // Hit, x, w)=H(t, x, wlt

(i)

, ws) is a -S°°([0,oo)xOX {w<=Rs; ＼w＼^l} function, then for any integer N^tO

|#(-, m(-,-))Io.≫.o,i^C(L,//)(l+|≪k~.o./J

Moreover, if H(t, x, 0)―0, f/ien

(li) !//(--, m(-,-))Io.≫,o,£^C(L, H)＼u＼0,~,o,l.

Here, we have assumed that semi-norms appearing above are all finite.

Theorem Ap. 4. Let N be a non-negative integer and lS.pS°°- Let O be

the same as in Theorem Ap. 1, H(x, w)=H(x, wu ■■■,ws) be a 3 (0X{ujgRs;

|w|^l}) function and w(x) = (w1(x), ■■■,ws(x)) with Wj<eH%(0) arid ＼＼iv＼＼o,^l.

Assume that H(x, 0)=0. Then,

＼＼H(;w(-))＼＼o,p,n^C(O, p, N)＼＼w＼＼o,p,n

Proof. Combining Theorem Ap. 1 and the well-known Nirenberg-Gagliardo

inequality, we obtain

mwWo.kpH.o^Cip, O, i, k)(＼＼w＼＼o^o)^(ilk)(＼＼w＼＼o,P,k)ilk^

Thus, by means of the technique which is used to show the well-known Moser's

lemma [91, we can show the theorem. Q.E.D.

Theorem Ap. 5. Assume that all semi-norms appearing below are finite. Let

4>o,<piand f he data for (P) and v a function defined by (12.1) for <^0><f>iand f,

and H(t,x,X) a &°°([0,co)xQx {＼X＼̂1}) function satisfying the condition:

H(t, x, 0)=0. Then for any p with lrg/jfSoo and integer L'^0

!//(･■■,Av)＼p.o,i^C(L, /))O0oL.&+8+L+||cii|U.ft+i+i+l/U.o.ft+i].
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Proof. Since H(t, x, 0)―0, we may write symbolically

H{t, x, Av)=H{t, x, Av)Av

for some H. It thus follows that there exists a jR°°([0;co)xQxT) function

G(t, x, j) {F is some compact set) such that G(t, x, 0)= 0 and

(Ap.6) H{t, x, Av)=G(t, x, D2xUih(x), - , D%uQ(x)),

where uo=<fio and ui=<$>x. Since p(t)=O if t^l, we may assume that G(t, x, f)

=0 if t^l. We have from (Ap.6) that for any integer L^O

(Ap.7) DLH(t, x, Av) = -ZLN^D%(df-NG(t, x, Dlu^x), ･■･,D%uo(x)).

Of course, it follows from the fact: G{t, x, 0) = 0 that d＼~NG{t, x, 0)= 0. Therefore,

applying Theorem Ap. 4 to (Ap.7), we have

(Ap.8) ＼＼DLH(t,-, Av)＼＼pSC{L, P)?;T^＼＼DUj＼＼p,l.

Combining (Ap.8) and Lemma 10.3, we obtain the desired estimate, which com-

pletes the proof.
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